
Clothing Winter 2023
US Edition



The Alpinist way
The pursuit of a raw, no fuss, simple 
lightweight approach to both 
mountaineering and life.
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Clothing Winter 2023 Highlights

Insulation - Down & Synthetic 
NEW Earthrise Hooded Men’s and Women’s Pullovers (pg. 21 & 25)  

Shell  
NEW GORE-TEX with ePE membrane styles; Makalu Men’s 

& Women’s Jacket & Pants, (pg. 46 & 51)

Mid Layer
NEW Switch Pro Hooded Men’s & Women’s Jackets (pg. 58 & 64)

NEW Switch Men’s & Women’s Jackets (pg. 58 & 64)

NEW Switch Men’s & Women’s Pants (pg. 59 & 64)

NEW Switch Men’s Vest (pg. 58)

NEW Durian Hooded Men’s & Women’s Jackets (pg. 62 & 67)

NEW Highpile Hooded Women’s Jacket (pg. 67)

Gloves & Accessories
NEW Redline Mitt (pg. 76)

NEW Randonee Gauntlet (pg. 71)

NEW Hard Mixed Glove (pg. 72)

Insulation - Down
pg. 14

Insulation - Synthetic
pg. 26

Shell
pg. 42

Soft Shell
pg. 32

Mid Layer
pg. 56

Accessories
pg. 68

Information
pg. 81
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Fair Wear On-Site Inspection
Mountain Equipment actively monitors more than 90% of its production 

Fair Wear audited facility when it comes from a factory proven to have had 

an on-site inspection / audit conducted within the past 3 years.* 

Further information on pg. 10.

DOWN CYCLE Recycled Down
Starting in 2017 we have aimed to close the loop, creating a community led, 

lower the carbon impact of down. All products carrying the DOWN CYCLE 

logo are part of this initiative, with the recycled down guaranteed to be a 

100% Recycled Content

and minor trim e.g. interlings are excluded. All recycled material must be 

Fluorocarbon Free

Unfortunately, because FCs are now so widely dispersed in the environment 

it is impossible to eradicate traces of FCs entirely and some level of 

contamination cannot be avoided.

Lesser Impact
For a product to carry our ‘Lesser Impact’ logo the product must be able to 

demonstrate that it has lowered its overall environmental impact by means 

Recycled Content

Standard (GRS). 

We are committed to reducing our impact on the environment, to identify and cut our carbon 
emissions, and to enhance our corporate and social responsibility in all areas of our business. 

Within this document we have clearly indicated any activities and initiatives that relate to 

with icons at the top of each product listing, as per the key below. 

Corporate and  
social responsibility

facilities. We define an individual product as having been manufactured in a

We define a product as 100% recycled when 100% of a product’s major fabrics

and fill (if applicable) is made from recycled content. Components e.g. zips

certified as such according to the Global Recycling Standard (GRS).

We define a product as containing recycled content when at least one of

a product’s major fabrics and fill (if applicable) contains recycled content.
Components e.g. zips and minor trim e.g. interlings are excluded. All

recycled material must be certified as such according to the Global Recycling

down recycling initiative to reduce landfill, decrease water consumption and

minimum 700 fill power. Further information on pg. 13.

Our products are defined as being FC-Free when no fluorocarbons have

been used in the manufacturing process of the product’s major fabrics.

Components e.g. zips and minor trim e.g. interlings are excluded. other than those specifically listed above. For example, it may use a dyeing

method that significantly reduces water and energy consumption. All such
claims must be demonstrable through supplier verification and material

certification and traceability.



excluded. All Organic cotton must be certified as such according to the

Organic Cotton
For a product to be labelled as using Organic Cotton, 100% of all the cotton 

used must be from an Organic source. Minor components and trim are 

Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS).

* Please note that all suppliers must agree to the Fair Wear Code of Conduct and must agree to on-site 
inspections being conducted, at regular intervals. More details on this and our status as a Fair Wear 
Leader Brand can be found on our website.

DOWN CODEX Audited Source
DOWN CODEX® places animal welfare, quality and sustainability at the 

heart of each one of our down insulated products. First created in 2009, 

its key aim is to manage and reduce risk in our down supply chain by 

constantly working to develop our knowledge and best practice, backed up 

by comprehensive and transparent auditing. Further information on pg. 12.

excluded. All Organic cotton must be certified
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Introducing GORE-TEX’s 
new ePE membrane

the materials we use play in our environmental impact. We are 
addressing this by transitioning our highest volume materials to 
lower impact alternatives.  

For AW23, we have integrated GORE-TEX’s new expanded polyethylene (ePE) 
membrane into our shell range, with six new year-round hiking and mountaineering 

New GORE-TEX ePE products continue to provide durably waterproof, 
windproof and breathable protection with a long product life, and are FC free* 
with a reduced carbon footprint**.

performance – applying the power of Gore’s unique experience, science and 

and sustainability.

What’s it all about:
•  Leverages high strength-to-weight ratio to create extremely lightweight and thin 

composites that are still mechanically robust. 

•  The laminates consist of the new membrane and a variety of carefully selected shell textiles that are 
equipped with an FC free* DWR (durable water repellent). Some laminates are 3-layer, whereas others are 
2-layer.

•  Combination of the ePE material and low membrane mass results in a lower carbon footprint**, as 
measured by Higg MSI.

over the lifecycle of its consumer products.
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For AW23, we have integrated GORE-TEX’s new expanded polyethylene (ePE) 
membrane into our shell range, with four new year-round hiking and mountaineering 

New GORE-TEX ePE products continue to provide durably waterproof, 
windproof and breathable protection with a long product life, and are FC free* 
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performance – applying the power of Gore’s unique experience, science and 

and sustainability.

What’s it all about:
• Leverages high strength-to-weight ratio to create extremely lightweight and thin 

composites that are still mechanically robust. 

• The laminates consist of the new membrane and a variety of carefully selected shell textiles that are 
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2-layer.
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measured by Higg MSI.

over the lifecycle of its consumer products.
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styles (find out more pg. 46 & 51).

These new products reaffirm our ongoing commitment to responsible

capabilities on a continuous journey to unlock new levels of both performance

Advances Mountain Equipment’s and Gore’s joint goal for being free of FCs of environmental concern*
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10 years of partnership

Mountain Equipment maintained  
its leader status over the past years. 
The company has strong systems to 
enable human rights due diligence 
and actively works on high-risk 
areas in its supply chain. 
Julia Krämer, Brand Liaison, Fair Wear Foundation. 

“

”
10
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The outdoor apparel and equipment industry, like many others, 
involves long and complex global supply chains. The Fair Wear 
Foundation’s (FWF) Code of Labour Practises are standards 
derived from the International Labour Organisation and the UN’s 
Declaration on Human Rights. They are core to our relationship 
with our manufacturing partners. Fair Wear independently audits 
and reviews our factories, measuring working conditions, our 
relationship with our suppliers, the factory structure, and its 
systems and processes. Listening to workers’ voices is a central 
element of the Fair Wear audits. 

With the help of the Fair Wear Foundation, we are committed to 

By the numbers:
• As part of our FWF Brand Performance check we received a 

high rating of 78, to continue our FWF ‘Leader Status’. 

• 10,896 workers made our garments in 2021.

• We work with 22 manufacturing partners, in 9 countries. 

• We have worked with 77% of our manufacturing partners for 
more than 8 years. 

• 93% of our factories have been audited in the last 3 years.

with other brands. 

• We employee a UK based CSR Manager to work directly 
with FWF and collaborate with our manufacturing partners 
to ensure progress. They also work closely with our internal 
teams, industry bodies, other outdoor and garment brands to 
share best practice and drive standards. 

• In 2021, we conducted a Workplace Education Programme 
with 4 partner factories.

manufacturing partners across Asia. 

• Our Buying and Sourcing process works with FWF Human 
Rights Due Diligence and is our review process on due care.

For further information about Mountain Equipment’s work with 
Fair Wear Foundation visit our website.

work with them to ensure fair labour conditions and high welfare standards throughout our 
supply chains.  In 2022, Fair Wear Foundation awarded Mountain Equipment ‘Leader Status’  
for a sixth consecutive year. 

We have an office within China who work directly with our

In 2021, we conducted a Workplace Education Programme

making a real difference to the working conditions and well-being
of our manufacturing workforce on the factory floor.



DOWN CODEX®

For the last 13 years, The DOWN CODEX® has placed animal welfare, quality and sustainability at the heart of each one of our 
down insulated products. First created in 2009, its key aim is to manage and reduce risk in our down supply chain by constantly 
working to develop our knowledge and best practice, backed up by a comprehensive and transparent auditing programme.

organisations including the European Outdoor Group and numerous direct exchanges with other outdoor brands. We continue to 
liaise with other brands, organisations, animal welfare charities and working groups including the Textile Exchange, Four Paws 
and the Responsible Down Standard (RDS) International Working Group.

A history of DOWN CODEX®

In 2009 we made a promise to commit as much time and 

concerns within our down supply chains as we did to 
ensuring that we sourced the very best materials and made 
the very best products. 

In January 2011, we formally launched the DOWN CODEX®

at the ISPO European Outdoor Trade Show. It was an 

industry as to how the down supply chain industry really 
worked, helped show how risk could be managed and led the 
way in the development of standards and traceability.

Independently audited
Our supply chains are independently audited to ensure our 
standards of welfare and quality are met. Auditing involves 
visiting all aspects of that supply chain – the processing 
facilities, the slaughterhouses and of course the farms. 
We are committed to transparency and continue to make 
both our audit summaries and our batch-by-batch quality 
control reports publicly available online.

Welfare
All the virgin down we purchase is a by-product of the food 
& meat industry and 100% of it comes from independently 
audited sources. In addition to virgin down we also now 
source recycled down, 100% of which come from post-
consumer sources.

We have a comprehensive list of criteria which virgin 
down supply chains must meet. They are based on the Five 
Freedoms laid out by the UK’s largest animal welfare charity, 
the RSPCA. This ensures that animals are free from hunger 
and thirst, discomfort or pain, fear, and that they can express 
normal behaviours.

Trace Your Down
We know that our end users want to know more about the 

through the Trace Your Down portal on the Down Codex 
website. By using a unique 12-digit tracking code printed 
on the DOWN CODEX® label inside all our down products, 

source and quality of the down inside their product. 

Our aim is to have the most comprehensive and most transparent auditing 
system of any outdoor brand, anywhere in the world.
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Our reputation as a driving force in this field has been supported by invitations to present our findings and research to

consumers can find detailed information about the origins,

specific down in their product; so we’ve made this possible

effort into addressing environmental, ethical and welfare

initiative that would enlighten not just ourselves but a whole



DOWN CYCLE

clothing made using 100% recycled down.  Our ultimate aim is to introduce a fully closed loop recycling system for down clothing 

incineration.

Starting the cycle
Mountain Equipment continues to work in partnership with 
French company re:down. This involves taking material 

The down and feather is removed from the products and 
then washed, sterilised, and sorted. Most of this recycled 
down is destined for new bedding products but a very small 
percentage of the highest quality material is suitable for our 
needs, with all the recycled down we use guaranteed to be a 

The actual recycling is carried out at a facility in Hungary, 
powered by solar energy and with extensive wastewater 
recycling to further reduce the process’s environmental 

eliminating the farming process in obtaining virgin down, 
vastly reduces the carbon footprint of making down products.

Finding the right balance
Ultimately, producing more responsible outdoor clothing and 
equipment involves a delicate balancing act, including taking 
into account the total impact or footprint of that product, 
how it will be used and how long for.

Encouraging us all to recycle useable but worn products isn’t 
green: it is greenwashing. Recycling only works alongside 
meaningful steps to reduce consumption. That means taking 
care of the products we do buy; caring for them appropriately, 
washing them but only when necessary and repairing them 
when they become damaged. Above all else it means valuing 
products for what they have done and the places they have 

DOWN CYCLE in action

initiative between Mountain Equipment, the youth wing of 
the German Alpine Club - the JDAV - and down recycling 
company re:down.

In total, nearly 3 tonnes of unwanted clothing and bedding 
was collected and sent for processing in Hungary, of which 
126kg was of high enough quality to be used in limited edition 
Earthrise Vests which carried a commemorative label to detail 
the successful initiative with the JDAV.

Turning waste into warmth

For further information about DOWN CYCLE visit our website.
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impact. This saves a valuable material from landfill and by

minimum 700 fill power.

from European post-consumer waste destined for landfill.

Our first big step on this journey began in 2019 with a joint

and equipment, and to eliminate the need for unwanted products or those at the end of their useable life being sent to landfill or

DOWN CYCLE is an extension of our DOWN CODEX® project. It started in 2017, with the introduction of our Earthrise range of



Insulation - Down
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ME-004487 

KRYOS 
MEN’S JACKET

WINDSTOPPER® 10D shell fabric is lightweight and 
durably weather resistant

FIRESTORM™ construction for greater warmth, wind 
resistance protection

WINDSTOPPER® 10D hem, cuff and hood lining

Hybrid baffling combines both conventional stitched-
through and pleated baffle construction

234g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power 

Super Alpine HC hood with EXL® lining

Halo Collar

2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with lightweight 
offset rear baffle

2 zipped hand warmer pockets, 2 chest pockets, 2 large 
inner drop pockets

Elasticated cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Informed by feedback from some of the world’s 
best Alpinists and extensive R&D work this is the 
jacket for the hardest and most committing lines in 
the high mountains. A GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 
drop outer provides proven additional warmth and 
weather resistance whilst the Super Alpine Hood 
gives unrivalled protection.

Developed for the cutting edge of Alpine 
style climbing; the optimum combination of 
warmth, protection and minimal weight.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 610g / 1lb 5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 10D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

UPDATED

FIRESTORM™

ME-01596 
Medieval Blue

ME-01844
Chili Red/ 
Medieval Blue

ME-01595
Obsidian

ME-004876 

XEROS 
MEN’S JACKET

ME-01595
Obsidian

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

• WINDSTOPPER® 10D shell fabric is lightweight and 
durably weather resistant

• FIRESTORM™ construction for greater warmth, wind 
resistance protection

• WINDSTOPPER® 10D hem, cuff and hood lining

• Stitched-through baffle construction throughout

• 140g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power 

• Super Alpine HC hood with EXL® lining

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with lightweight 
offset rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, chest pocket, 2 large 
inner drop pockets

• Elasticated cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Part of an extended R&D project with some of the 
best Alpinists in the world, this minimalist down 
jacket has been developed to offer maximum 
protection and warmth for the least possible weight 
and pack size. With a GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 
drop outer shell, insulation and weather resistance 
are optimised.

A super-lightweight and highly protective 
down jacket for the hardest modern Alpine 
routes.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 510g / 1lb 2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 10D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

ME-01844
Chili Red/ 
Medieval Blue

UPDATED

ME-004833 

EXO 
JACKET

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-01415
Magma

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

WINDSTOPPER® 30D shell fabric is durably weather 
resistant

WINDSTOPPER® 30D hem, cuff and hood lining

• Fully taped seams

• Hybrid baffling combines both conventional box wall and 
pleated baffle construction

• 285g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power 

• Super Alpine HC hood with EXL® lining

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with lightweight 
offset rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, chest pocket, 2 large 
inner drop pockets

• Elasticated cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a fully taped GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 
outer shell and Super Alpine HC Hood the Exo 
is amongst the most protective down jackets 
available. Whether climbing at altitude or skiing in 
difficult Arctic conditions it’s ideally suited to long 
and committing expeditions.

A warm and exceptionally protective 
down jacket with a taped GORE-TEX 
WINDSTOPPER® shell.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 750g / 1lb 10.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 55g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

UPDATED

FIRESTORM™
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ME-004874 

KRYOS 
MEN’S PANT

ME-01595
Obsidian

WINDSTOPPER® 10D shell fabric is lightweight and 
durably weather resistant

• FIRESTORM™ construction for greater warmth, wind 
resistance protection

WINDSTOPPER® 10D hem lining

• Hybrid baffling combines both conventional stitched-
through and pleated baffle construction

• 150g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power 

• Full length 2-way moulded YKK® side zips

• Adjustable semi-elasticated waist with brace attachment 
points

• Laminated and stiffened inner hem construction

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Originally developed for hard climbing on 7000m 
peaks these light and exceptionally weather 
resistant down pants are equally at home on Polar 
expeditions. GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® shell 
fabric resists wind and snow whilst aiding thermal 
efficiency, and an active cut ensures a full range of 
movement in hostile conditions.

Highly protective down pants with 
exceptional mobility for Alpine style climbing 
at altitude and fast moving Polar journeys.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 480g / 1lb 0.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 10D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

UPDATED FIRESTORM™

THE NEW ALPINE NORM

Alpinists need insulated clothing to do THREE things

LIGHTER

Introducing Firestorm, developed for Alpinists needing the very lightest warmth  in real-world
conditions; the lightest, most efficient, most  protective down-filled insulation we have
ever  developed.

❶ They Need It To Be Warm Enough

WARMER LIGHTER MORE PROTECTIVE• •

❷ They Need It To Be Protective ❸ They Need It To Be As Light And 
      Unrestrictive As Possible

� To be light and unrestrictive we have to use stitch through construction at least in part

Up to 20% lighter compared with a conventionally constructed down jacket

WARMER
Up to 20% more air is trapped decreasing thermal conductivity

MORE PROTECTIVE

PROOF OF CONCEPT & TESTING

RESULTS

No heat loss due to wind, less water ingress

You’ve got this amazing concept, but then it needs testing.

A  2-year development cycle starting with Paul Ramsden and Nick Bullock’s
expedition to Gongga in China last year with a prototype jacket.  Nick and Paul
had appalling weather and barely got onto their route. The jacket was perfect
for the sustained bad weather they experienced.

We then had to try to quantify the benefits of this construction, and this wasn’t as easy
as we’d hoped. The thing is, no one has done this sort of testing before, so you have to
develop test methods, and no lab tests exist which replicate alpine climbing.

An entirely new test method was necessary.

Working in conjunction with the Aitex Institute in Spain we developed a test which could
more closely replicate the conditions found when alpine climbing in real-world conditions.

� To be protective we need an outer shell that is not compromised by the baffle construction
� To be warm enough we need to boost the warmth without falling back on conventional  wisdom

A hybrid construction whereby the internal baffle structure and protective outer layer are
constructed separately. Consisting of either box-wall, stitched-through or pleated baffles to
maximise  insulation and down control where it is most required whilst at the same time
maximizing the user’s freedom to climb.
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ME-001789 

K7 
JACKET

ME-01252
Cardinal Orange

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-01286
Cosmos

• DRILITE® LOFT 30D outer; totally windproof and highly 
water resistant

• 300g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power

• Box wall baffle construction throughout

• EXL system incorporated into back of jacket

• Full Dome HC hood with EXL lining

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with offset 
insulated rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, chest pocket, inner mesh 
water bottle pocket and large zipped mesh inner pocket

• DRILITE® Loft 30D inner hem and hood lining

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Whether winter alpinism or remote arctic journeys 
are your preferred form of suffering; warm, light, 
reliable kit is crucial to success. Striking a balance 
between insulation, weight and mobility is tough in 
the knowledge of what’s to come but the K7 Jacket 
is without compromise.

A serious down jacket with full box wall 
construction, the perfect solution for 
alpinists pushing hard on remote peaks.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 820g / 1lb 2.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 53g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

ME-004397 

GASHERBRUM 
JACKET

ME-01898
Chili Red

WINDSTOPPER® 10D shell is durably weather resistant

• Plasma™ 10D fabric lining: incredibly light and 
exceptionally breathable

• 360g (Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 800 fill power

• Box-wall baffle construction throughout for maximum 
warmth

• EXL system incorporated into back of jacket

• Full Dome HC hood with EXL lining

• 2-way YKK® moulded zip behind offset insulated storm-
flap

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Internal mesh water bottle holder and zipped security 
pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With 360g of the highest quality down fill, full box 
wall construction, a highly weather resistant 
GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® shell and a total 
weight of only 790g the Gasherbrum is a specialist 
piece ideally suited to the longest Polar journeys 
and alpine style climbing on the world’s highest 
peaks.

An exceptionally warm expedition down 
jacket that remains ultra-light, proven on the 
longest Polar journeys and hardest routes at 
altitude.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 790g / 1lb 11.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 10D / 10D - 39g / 1.4oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer/inner, 

Down fill, ePTFE membrane

NEW COLOUR

DRILITE
ME-005733 

TRANGO  
MEN’S JACKET

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D outer fabric with FC free DWR; 
totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 269g (Size L) of Pure Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 700 fill power

• Double layer offset baffle construction throughout

• Reflective internal scrim for additional warmth

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

• Inner zipped security pocket and two large internal mesh 
pockets

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Our dual layer offset baffle construction is 
combined with a heat reflective internal fabric to 
make the Trango a light, mobile and highly packable 
duvet. With levels of insulation that would only 
normally be possible with heavier and bulkier box 
wall jacket this is the perfect choice for remote trips.

Unique baffle construction gives expedition 
warmth with the low weight and packsize 
required for weight critical objectives.

ME-01759
Cosmos/Dusk

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01742
Dusk/
Red Rock

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 730g / 1lb 10oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 56g / 2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer,  

100% recycled Polyamide inner, Down fill

NEW COLOUR
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ME-005736 

BALTORO  
MEN’S JACKET

100% recycled DRILITE® LOFT 20D outer fabric with FC 
free DWR; totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 162g (Size L) of Pure Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 700 fill power

• Double layer offset baffle construction throughout

• Reflective internal scrim for additional warmth

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Inner zipped security pocket and large internal mesh 
pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a heat reflective internal fabric layer and a 
dual layer offset design the Baltoro Jacket is an 
impressively warm lightweight duvet with none of 
the disadvantages of standard narrow baffle jackets. 
It gives maximum warmth for any weight critical 
cold weather adventures.

With a unique, dual layer offset construction 
the Baltoro Jacket provides unrivalled 
warmth for a lightweight Alpine duvet.

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01644
Magma Red/
Medieval Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 510g / 1lb 2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D x 20D + 40D - 35g / 1.0oz 
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

UPDATED

OFFSET BAFFLE CONSTRUCTION

Offset construction is deceptively simple. It features an inner panel to which
opposing baffles are then sewn, each offset against another. A stitch through
panel is made, and then one side of that is stitched to a new piece of fabric on
the other side. To sew it, the panel must continuously be flipped one way and
then the other, making it time consuming to make but when compared with a
box-wall construction, much simpler.

At the same time the conjoining layer that each offset layer attaches to is not
only exceptionally light, it is also heat reflective, further adding to this construction
methodologies advantages.

Available in:

The Baltoro and Trango jackets for both men and women use offset baffle construction throughout.

PU coating
(1500mm Hydrostatic Head)

Abrasion resistant face

High Breathablility
Wind Resistant

DWR

PU coating (1500mm Hydrostatic Head)

Abrasion resistant face

High Breathablility
Wind Resistant

DWR

Drilite Loft is our exclusive range of highly water repellent fabrics used in our
insulated clothing and equipment. The original Drilite Loft, introduced almost
30 years ago, was years ahead of its time: a highly breathable, exceptionally
lightweight, and very water repellent fabric.
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RECYCLED DOWN
ME-006394 

EARTHRISE 
MEN’S JACKET

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR

• 143g (Size L) of recycled down with a minimum 700 fill 
power

• 100% recycled 20D lining fabric is soft and comfortable

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and adjustable dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

• Inner zipped security pocket

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a lighter environmental footprint than other 
insulated jackets, the Earthrise is both warm and 
responsible. Its filling comes entirely from reclaimed 
duck and goose down whilst both its outer shell 
and inner lining are 100% recycled. The only thing 
that remains the same is our proven design and 
construction.

Filled with 100% recycled down and using 
100% recycled fabrics this is the perfect layer 
for keeping the cold at bay.

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-01849
Pine/Fern

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 410g / 14.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 

100% Recycled Down fill

ME-01742
Dusk/
Red Rock

NEW COLOUR

ME-006399 

EARTHRISE  
MEN’S HOODED JACKET

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR

• 155g (Size L) of recycled down with a minimum 700 fill 
power

• 100% recycled 20D lining fabric is soft and comfortable

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

• Inner zipped security pocket

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a lighter environmental footprint than other 
insulated jackets, the Earthrise uses filling that 
comes entirely from reclaimed duck and goose 
down whilst both its outer shell and inner lining are 
100% recycled. A reliable warm layer both for the 
mountains and daily wear.

Filled with 100% recycled down and using 
100% recycled fabrics this lightweight 
hooded duvet is a versatile and warm layer.

ME-01742
Dusk/
Red Rock

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-01849
Pine/Fern  

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 460g / 1 lbs 0.2 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 

100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ME-005682 

LIGHTLINE  
MEN’S ECO JACKET

 DRILITE® LOFT 50D outer fabric with FC free DWR; 
totally windproof and highly water resistant

 296g (Size L) of recycled down with a minimum 700 fill 
power

 Stitched-through construction throughout

 Zip-off Mountain Insulated hood is fully adjustable

 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with rear insulated 
baffle

 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

 Inner zipped security pocket

 Adjustable cuffs and hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Built to meet the demand for lower impact products, 
the Lightline Eco Jacket sets the benchmark for 
sustainable technical duvets. With a removable 
hood and water resistant shell this jacket will excel 
in sub-zero conditions.

With 100% recycled down and 100% 
recycled fabrics this is a warm and protective 
duvet for freezing conditions.

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-01594
Conifer

ME-01751
Dusk

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 820g / 1lb 13oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 97g / 3.4oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyester outer,  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner,  
100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR
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ME-006866 

EARTHRISE  
HOODED MEN’S PULLOVER 

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR

• 160g (Size L) of recycled down with a minimum 700 fill 
power

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• Kangaroo hand pocket with YKK® moulded zips

• Front pocket with horizontal zip

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

A reliable mid or booster layer for the winter 
mountains with a lighter environmental footprint 
than other insulated jackets. The Earthrise uses 
filling that comes entirely from reclaimed duck and 
goose down whilst both its outer shell and lining are 
100% recycled.

A lightweight hooded down pullover filled 
with 100% recycled down and using 100% 
recycled fabrics.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 440g / 15.5 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner,  

100% Recycled Down fill

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-01847
Fern/Pine

ME-01742
Dusk/
Red Rock

NEW
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DRILITE
ME-001851 

K7 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01559
Capsicum Red

ME-01286
Cosmos

• DRILITE® LOFT 30D outer; totally windproof and highly 
water resistant

• 272g (Size 12) of Goose Down with a minimum content 
of 90/10 800 fill power

• Box wall baffle construction throughout

• EXL system incorporated into the back of the jacket

• Full Dome HC hood with EXL lining

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with offset 
insulated rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, chest pocket, inner mesh 
water bottle pocket and large zipped mesh inner pocket

• DRILITE® Loft 30D inner hem and hood lining

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Whether winter alpinism or remote arctic journeys 
are your preferred form of suffering warm; light, 
reliable kit is crucial to success. Striking a balance 
between insulation, weight and mobility is tough in 
the knowledge of what’s to come but the K7 Jacket 
is without compromise.

A serious down jacket with full box wall 
construction, the perfect solution for 
alpinists pushing hard on remote peaks.

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 790g / 1lb 11.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 53g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

FIRESTORM™

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-005104 

KRYOS 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• WINDSTOPPER® 10D shell fabric is lightweight and 
durably weather resistant

• FIRESTORM™ construction for greater warmth, wind 
resistance protection

• WINDSTOPPER® 10D hem, cuff and hood lining

• Hybrid baffling combines both conventional stitched-
through and pleated baffle construction

• 200g (Size 12) of Goose Down with a minimum content 
of 90/10 800 fill power 

• Super Alpine HC hood with EXL® lining

• Halo Collar

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with lightweight 
offset rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, 2 chest pockets, 2 large 
inner drop pockets

• Elasticated cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Informed by feedback from some of the world’s 
best Alpinists and extensive R&D work this is the 
jacket for the hardest and most committing lines in 
the high mountains. A GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 
drop outer provides proven additional warmth and 
weather resistance whilst the Super Alpine Hood 
gives unrivalled protection.

Developed for the cutting edge of Alpine 
style climbing; the optimum combination of 
warmth, protection and minimal weight.

ME-01844
Chili Red/ 
Medieval Blue

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 540g / 1lb 3oz (approx.) 
Fabric: 10D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

ME-01595
Obsidian

UPDATED

ME-005820 

TRANGO
WOMEN’S JACKET

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D outer fabric with FC free DWR; 
totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 237g (Size 12) of Pure Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 700 fill power

• Double layer offset baffle construction throughout

• Reflective internal scrim for additional warmth

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Inner zipped security pocket and two large internal mesh 
pockets

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Our dual layer offset baffle construction is 
combined with a heat reflective internal fabric to 
make the Trango a light, mobile and highly packable 
duvet. With levels of insulation that would only 
normally be possible with heavier and bulkier box 
wall jacket this is the perfect choice for remote trips.

Unique baffle construction gives expedition 
warmth with the low weight and packsize 
required for weight critical objectives.

ME-01741
Raisin/
Mulberry

ME-01860
Majolica Blue/ 
Stellar

ME-01720
Majolica Blue/ 
Capsicum Red

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 640g / 1lb 6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 56g / 2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer,  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner, 
Down fill

NEW COLOUR
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ME-005821 

BALTORO
WOMEN’S JACKET

100% recycled DRILITE® LOFT 20D outer fabric with FC 
free DWR; totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 148g (Size 12) of Pure Down with a minimum content of 
90/10 700 fill power

• Double layer offset baffle construction throughout

• Reflective internal scrim for additional warmth

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Inner zipped security pocket and large internal mesh 
pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a heat reflective internal fabric layer and a dual 
layer offset design the Baltoro Women’s Jacket is an 
impressively warm lightweight duvet with none of 
the disadvantages of standard narrow baffle jackets. 
It gives maximum warmth for any weight critical 
cold weather adventures.

With a unique, dual layer offset construction 
the Baltoro Women’s Jacket provides 
unrivalled warmth for a lightweight Alpine 
duvet.

ME-01717
Capsicum Red/ 
Majolica Blue

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-01839
Topaz

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 480g / 1lb 1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D x 20D + 40D - 35g / 1.0oz 
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner; Down fill

UPDATED
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ME-01863
Amethyst

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-01730
Raisin

ME-006400 

EARTHRISE HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR

• 132g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 
fill power

• 100% recycled 20D lining fabric is soft and comfortable

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and Napoleon chest 
pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

• Inner zipped security pocket

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a lighter environmental footprint than other 
insulated jackets, the Earthrise uses filling that 
comes entirely from reclaimed duck and goose 
down whilst both its outer shell and inner lining are 
100% recycled. A reliable warm layer both for the 
mountains and daily wear.

Filled with 100% recycled down and using 
100% recycled fabrics this lightweight 
hooded duvet is a versatile and warm layer.

Sizes: 8 - 20
Weight: 390g / 13.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner,  

100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-006395 

EARTHRISE 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR

• 121g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 
fill power

• 100% recycled 20D lining fabric is soft and comfortable

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Elastane bound cuffs and adjustable dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

• Inner zipped security pocket

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a lighter environmental footprint than other 
insulated jackets, the Earthrise Women’s Jacket is 
both warm and responsible. Its filling comes entirely 
from reclaimed duck and goose down whilst both 
its outer shell and inner lining are 100% recycled. 
The only thing that remains the same is our proven 
design and construction.

Filled with 100% recycled down and using 
100% recycled fabrics this is the perfect layer 
for keeping the cold at bay.

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-01730
Raisin

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner,  

100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR

ME-006483 

LIGHTLINE ECO 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-01730
Raisin

ME-01851
Stellar Blue

• DRILITE® Loft 50D outer fabric with FC free DWR; totally 
windproof and highly water resistant

• 265g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 
fill power

• Stitched-through construction throughout

• Zip-off Mountain Insulated hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with rear insulated 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Inner zipped security pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Built to meet the demand for lower impact 
products, the Lightline Eco Women’s Jacket sets the 
benchmark for sustainable technical duvets. With a 
removable hood and water resistant shell, this jacket 
will excel in sub-zero conditions.

With 100% recycled down and 100% 
recycled fabrics this is a warm and protective 
duvet for freezing conditions.

Sizes: 8 - 20
Weight: 740g / 1 lbs 10.1 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 97g / 3.4oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyester outer, 

100% Recycled Polyamide inner, 
100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR

RECYCLED DOWN
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NEW

ME-006978 

EARTHRISE HOODED 
WOMEN’S PULLOVER

• 100% recycled Earthrise 20D outer fabric is lightweight 
and downproof, with FC Free DWR 

• 132g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 fill 
power 

• Stitched-through narrow baffle construction throughout

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable 

• Kangaroo hand pocket with YKK® moulded zips

• Front pocket with horizontal zip

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords 

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

A reliable mid or booster layer for the winter 
mountains with a lighter environmental footprint 
than other insulated jackets. The Earthrise uses 
filling that comes entirely from reclaimed duck and 
goose down whilst both its outer shell and lining are 
100% recycled. 

A lightweight hooded down pullover filled 
with 100% recycled down and using 100% 
recycled fabrics.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 390g / 13.8 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 

100% Recycled Down fill

ME-0852
Mandarin Red

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-01730
Raisin

PARKA
ME-005831 

ALTAI   
WOMEN’S PARKA

• DRILITE® 50D outer fabric with FC free DWR

• 190g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 
fill power

• PrimaLoft® Gold Hi-Loft Ultra insulation [80g m-2] at hem, 
cuffs, shoulder overlay

• Stitched-through narrow baffle internal construction

• Longer length for extra warmth and protection

• Adjustable zip-off hood with 3 panels for exceptional fit 
and protection

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with external 
storm flap

• 2 hand pockets and 2 large pleated pockets with YKK® 
zips behind storm flaps and press stud closures

• Chest pocket with YKK® zip behind storm flaps

• Inner zipped security pocket

Combining a FC free waterproof DRILITE® fabric 
with high quality recycled down and a longer cut 
the Altai Parka is a highly protective winter layer. 
PrimaLoft® Gold Hi-Loft Ultra synthetic insulation 
is used in the areas most prone to dampness or 
compression.

A warm and waterproof insulated Parka that 
provides a daily refuge from the very worst 
winter weather.

ME-01806
Black/Pop Red

ME-01875
Cosmos/Porcelain

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 850g / 1lb 14oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 97g / 3.4oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyester outer,  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner,  
100% Recycled Down fill,  
Polyester fill (74% recycled)

ME-01730
Raisin

NEW COLOUR

ME-006485 

LIGHTLINE ECO 
WOMEN’S PARKA

ME-01730
Raisin

ME-01004
Black

ME-01851
Stellar Blue

• DRILITE® Loft 50D outer fabric with FC free DWR; totally 
windproof and highly water resistant

• 296g (Size 12) of recycled down with a minimum 700 
fill power

• Stitched-through construction throughout

• Longer length for extra warmth and protection

• Zip-off Mountain Insulated hood is fully adjustable

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with rear insulated 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Inner zipped security pocket

• Adjustable cuffs

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Built to meet the demand for lower impact 
products, the Lightline Eco Women’s Parka sets the 
benchmark for sustainable winter duvets. With a 
removable hood, water resistant shell and longer 
length it’s a warm and protective jacket for freezing 
days.

With 100% recycled down, 100% recycled 
fabrics and a longer length this is a 
reassuringly warm jacket for the winter 
months.

Sizes: 8 - 20
Weight: 780g / 1 lbs 11.5 oz (approx.) 
Fabric: 50D - 97g / 3.4oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyester outer, 

100% Recycled Polyamide inner, 
100% Recycled Down fill

NEW COLOUR
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SYNTHETIC
ME-006280 

SHELTERSTONE  
MEN’S JACKET

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D outer fabric with FC free DWR; 
totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 100% recycled POLARLOFT® insulation  
[115g m-2 throughout]

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• Mountain fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets with 60g m-2 
POLARLOFT® overlay, 1 chest pocket

• Large mesh inner pocket and zipped security pocket

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D hem and hood facing

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Combining all-weather POLARLOFT® synthetic 
insulation with a weather resistant shell and a 
protective design, the Shelterstone thrives in 
challenging winter conditions whether worn as a 
belay jacket for climbing or overlayer for skiing and 
hiking. Packing small enough to carry on big days it’s 
essential kit for remote locations.

Warm, light and almost unaffected by wind, 
rain and snow this is critical all-weather 
insulation for climbers and mountaineers.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 600g / 1 lbs 5.2 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 56g / 2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 

100% recycled Polyamide inner, 
100% recycled Polyester fill

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01682
Fired Brick/
Cardinal Orange

ME-01595
Obsidian

ME-005685 

CITADEL  
MEN’S JACKET

• WINDSTOPPER® 30D shell is durably weather resistant

• PrimaLoft® Gold Hi-Loft Ultra insulation with Cross Core™ 
aerogel technology [160g m-2 body and sleeves, 80g m-2 
hood and additional shoulder overlay]

• Super Alpine HC Insulated Hood with Cohaesive™ 
cordlocks

• Mountain fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• Shoulder Shield construction

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, 2 chest pockets 

• 2 large inner mesh drop pockets

• WINDSTOPPER® 30D hem, cuff and hood lining

• Elasticated cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Now lighter, more weatherproof and just as warm, 
the Citadel remains the finest belay jacket on earth. 
Over-layering easily and with a highly protective 
GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® shell, its high loft 
insulation ensures maximum warmth in the most 
difficult conditions imaginable.

Our iconic belay jacket, providing 
uncompromising insulation and protection in 
the most challenging conditions.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 820g / 1lb 13oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 55g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane, 

100% recycled Polyamide inner, 
Polyester fill (74% recycled)

ME-01686
Medieval Blue/
Magma

ME-01597
Medieval Blue/
Lapis Blue

ME-005832 

FITZROY   
MEN’S JACKET

• WINDSTOPPER® 30D shell fabric is durably weather 
resistant

• PrimaLoft® Gold Hi-Loft Ultra insulation with Cross Core™ 
aerogel technology [120g m-2 body, 80g m-2 sleeves and 
hood]

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• Mountain fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• Shoulder Shield construction with 60g m-2 PrimaLoft® 
Gold overlay

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, 1 chest pocket

• Inner mesh water bottle pocket and large zipped security 
pocket

• WINDSTOPPER® 30D hem and hood lining

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Whether used as a belay jacket for climbing or as 
an overlayer on remote ski tours, the Fitzroy with 
its weather resistant shell and high loft insulation 
gives maximum warmth with an impressively small 
pack-size.

Warm, light and almost unaffected by wind, 
rain and snow this is critical all-weather 
insulation for climbers and mountaineers.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 610g / 1lb 6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 55g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane, 

100% recycled Polyamide inner, 
Polyester fill (74% recycled)

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-01686
Medieval Blue/
Magma

ME-01597
Medieval Blue/ 
Lapis Blue

“Best Midweight for Wet Weather”

2023 Buyers Guide

Outside, SKI & Backpacker
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ME-002706 

COMPRESSOR 
PANT

100% recycled HELIUM 20D outer is exceptionally 
lightweight and windproof with FC free DWR

• POLARLOFT® insulation [80g m-2 throughout]

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded side zips with rear 
insulated baffle

• Fully elasticated waist with double press-stud closure and 
zipped fly

• Zipped rear pocket

• Elasticated hem

• Packs into rear pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With a tiny pack size the Compressor Pant is a 
crucial extra layer for alpinists and skiers. Full length 
side zips make them easy to put on even whilst on 
skis and the POLARLOFT® insulation keeps working 
in the face of hostile conditions. Essential kit for 
summit pushes or winter camps. 

Insulated overtrousers that provide critical 
extra warmth for super alpine climbing, ski-
mountaineering and winter camping.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner

UPDATED

ME-002705 

COMPRESSOR 
¾ PANT

100% recycled HELIUM 20D outer is exceptionally 
lightweight and windproof with FC free DWR

• POLARLOFT® insulation [80g m-2 throughout]

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded side zips with rear 
insulated baffle

• Fully elasticated waist with double press-stud closure and 
zipped fly

• Zipped rear pocket

• Packs into rear pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

These ¾ length pants have been designed to work 
perfectly for those needing extra insulation when 
travelling on skis. With full length side zips they’re 
fast to put on and POLARLOFT® keeps working in 
tough conditions. With a tiny pack size they are an 
essential for committing tours.

Insulated ¾ length overtrousers for cold 
weather ski-tours in the high mountains.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 260g / 9.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner

UPDATED

ME-006481 

PARTICLE HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET

• 100% recycled 20D outer fabric is lighweight and 
windproof, with FC free DWR

• 130g (Size L) of 100% recycled POLARLOFT® Featherless 
insulation by 3M®

• 270g m2 stretch fleece inserts with brushed inner face

• Alpine fit

• Stitched-through quilted construction

• Elastane bound Mountain Hood

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Elastane bound cuffs and hem

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Filled with 100% recycled POLARLOFT® 
Featherless insulation the Particle Hooded Jacket 
has the feel and warmth of down in a resilient layer 
that thrives on big mountaineering and ski-touring 
days. Stretch fleece panels reduce bulk and ensure 
this is a jacket you can move in, however technical 
the ground.

Versatile hybrid insulation that can be worn 
as a lightweight outer or super warm mid-
layer for any cold weather activity.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 430g / 15.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main:  20D - 39g / 1.2oz 
Inserts: 270g / 9.5oz

Content:  Main: 100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 
 100% Recycled Polyester fill 
Inserts: 94% Recycled Polyseter, 6% Elastane

ME-01682
Fired Brick/
Cardinal Orange

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-01609
Anvil Grey/
Obsidian
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ME-006331 

SHELTERSTONE 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01559
Capsicum Red

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D outer fabric with FC free DWR; 
totally windproof and highly water resistant

• 100% recycled POLARLOFT® insulation [115g m2 
throughout]

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Mountain fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets with 60g m-2 
POLARLOFT® overlay, 1 chest pocket

• Large mesh inner pocket and zipped security pocket

• DRILITE® LOFT 40D hem and hood facing

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Combining all-weather POLARLOFT® synthetic 
insulation with a weather resistant shell and a 
protective design, the Shelterstone thrives in 
challenging winter conditions whether worn as a 
belay jacket for climbing or overlayer for skiing and 
hiking. Packing small enough to carry on big days it’s 
essential kit for remote locations.

Warm, resilient and packable insulation for 
climbers and mountaineers in the toughest 
weather.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 560g / 1lb 3.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 56g / 2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 

100% recycled Polyamide inner, 
100% recycled Polyester fill

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-005833 

ALPAMAYO
WOMEN’S JACKET

• WINDSTOPPER® 30D shell is durably weather resistant

• PrimaLoft® Gold Hi-Loft Ultra insulation with Cross 
Core™ aerogel technology [120g m-2 body and sleeves, 
80g m-2 hood]

• Mountain HC Insulated Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Mountain fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• Shoulder Shield construction with 60g PrimaLoft® Gold 
overlay

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip with insulated rear 
baffle

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets, 1 chest pocket

• Inner mesh water bottle pocket and large zipped security 
pocket

• GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 30D hood and hem lining

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

Whether used as a belay jacket for climbing or as an 
overlayer on remote ski tours, the Alpamayo with 
its weather resistant shell and high loft insulation 
gives maximum warmth with an impressively small 
pack-size.

Warm, packable and almost unaffected by 
wind, rain and snow this is critical all-weather 
insulation for climbers and mountaineers.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 580g / 1lb 4oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 55g / 1.9oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, ePTFE membrane, 

100% Recycled Polyamide inner,  
Polyester fill (74% recycled)

ME-01415
Magma

ME-006482 

PARTICLE HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01741
Raisin/
Mulberry

ME-01751
Dusk

• 100% recycled 20D outer fabric is lighweight and 
windproof, with FC free DWR

• 110g (Size 12) of 100% recycled POLARLOFT® 
Featherless insulation by 3M®

• 270g m2 stretch fleece inserts with brushed inner face

• Women’s Alpine fit

• Stitched-through narrow-baffle construction

• Elastane bound Mountain Hood

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Elastane bound cuffs and hem

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Filled with 100% recycled POLARLOFT® 
Featherless insulation the Particle Hooded Women’s 
Jacket has the feel and warmth of down in a resilient 
layer that thrives on big mountaineering and ski-
touring days. Stretch fleece panels reduce bulk and 
ensure this is a jacket you can move in, however 
technical the ground.

Versatile hybrid insulation that can be worn 
as a lightweight outer or super warm mid-
layer for any cold weather activity.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 380g / 13.4oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main:  20D - 39g / 1.2oz 
Inserts: 270g / 9.5oz

Content:  Main:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 
 Recycled Polyester fill 
Inserts: 94% Recycled Polyester 6% Elastane

NEW COLOUR

“Best Midweight for Wet Weather”

2023 Buyers Guide

Outside, SKI & Backpacker
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ME-002706 

COMPRESSOR 
PANT

100% recycled HELIUM 20D outer is exceptionally 
lightweight and windproof with FC free DWR

• POLARLOFT® insulation [80g m-2 throughout]

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded side zips with rear 
insulated baffle

• Fully elasticated waist with double press-stud closure and 
zipped fly

• Zipped rear pocket

• Elasticated hem

• Packs into rear pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With a tiny pack size the Compressor Pant is a 
crucial extra layer for alpinists and skiers. Full length 
side zips make them easy to put on even whilst on 
skis and the POLARLOFT® insulation keeps working 
in the face of hostile conditions. Essential kit for 
summit pushes or winter camps. 

Insulated overtrousers that provide critical 
extra warmth for super alpine climbing, ski-
mountaineering and winter camping.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 39g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide outer;  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner

UPDATED

ME-006334 

PARTICLE 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01753
Capsicum Red/
Tibetan Red

ME-01751
Dusk

• 100% recycled 20D outer fabric is lightweight and 
downproof, with FC free DWR

• 87g (Size 12) of 100% recycled POLARLOFT® Featherless 
insulation by 3M®

• 270g m2 stretch fleece inserts with brushed inner face

• Women’s Alpine fit

• Stitched-through narrow-baffle construction

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Elastane bound cuffs and hem

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Combining 100% recycled POLARLOFT® 
Featherless insulation with stretch fleece panels 
in key areas the Particle Women’s Jacket provides 
insulation you can move in, whether worn alone in 
good weather or under a shell in the most severe 
conditions. Packing into its own hand pocket when 
not required it provides indispensable warmth.

A hybrid insulated jacket for thrives 
on mountaineering and ski-touring in 
challenging conditions.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 310g / 10.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main:  20D - 39g / 1.2oz 
Inserts: 270g / 9.5oz

Content:  Main: 100% Recycled Polyamide outer/inner, 
 100% Recycled Polyester fill 
Inserts: 94% Recycled Polyester 6% Elastane
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• Lightweight HeliumAP outer fabric with mechanical 
stretch; highly breathable and wind resistant

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand pockets and Napoleon chest pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Balancing the moisture transfer required for running 
up exposed ice fields with the durability needed for 
rock climbing in the high mountains. The specially 
developed Octayarn Warp-knit lining offers 
insulation you can move fast in combined with rapid 
drying that will be appreciated on one day sprints 
and multi-day missions alike.

A superfast drying action layer that combines 
warmth and weather protection for the most 
demanding climbing and mountaineering.

ME-01595
Obsidian

ME-01252
Cardinal Orange

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 360g / 12.7oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 54g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 100% Polyester inner

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-004930 

KINESIS MEN’S 
JACKET

• Lightweight HeliumAP outer fabric with mechanical 
stretch; highly breathable and wind resistant

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• EXOLITE 125 stretch soft shell fabric reinforcements 
(knees, seat and ankles)

• Active fit with gussetted crotch

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• 2 zipped hand pockets and thigh pocket

• 2 zipped thigh vents

• Snow shedding HeliumAP hem lining

• Ankle zip with internal gusset panel to accomodate all 
mountain boots

With wind and weather resistant HeliumAP outer 
fabric and a specially developed Octayarn Warp-
knit lining the Kinesis Pants are both supremely 
functional and exceptionally comfortable. They’re 
equally functional worn alone or under a shell.

Fast drying, wind resistant and lightly 
insulated legwear for cold weather 
mountaineering.

Sizes: 30 - 38
Leg Length: Regular & Long
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 30D - 54g / 1.9 oz
 Inserts: 125g / 4.4oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 100% Polyester inner
 Inserts: 87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-01599
Obsidian/
Black

ME-004931 

KINESIS 
MEN’S  PANT

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric

• Mountain fit with regular fit ankle

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 2 thigh vents 

• Removable and fully adjustable braces

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• Dyneema® reinforced kick strips and bonded hem for 
durability

• Zip-out stretch Soft Shell gaiters with integrated lace 
hook

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric is 
combined with our Mountain fit to give the ideal 
combination of protection and mobility. Completely 
windproof and highly weather resistant the G2 
Mountain Pant allows you to push the envelope of 
Soft Shell performance. 

The finest Soft Shell legwear available for 
climbers and mountaineers operating at their 
limit. 

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 30 - 38
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 680g / 1lb 8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 200g / 5.9oz
Content: 94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane, ePTFE membrane

ME-001271 

G2 MOUNTAIN  
MEN’S PANT
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ME-01004
Black

ME-006506 

EPIC  
MEN’S PANT

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric on front of 
thigh, knee and seat

• EXOLITE 250 stretch double weave soft shell fabric on 
back of leg

• Mountain fit with increased lower leg volume for ski boots

• 2 zipped hand pockets

• Zipped rear pocket, thigh pocket, and transceiver pocket

• 2 zipped thigh vents

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure and 
brace attachment points

• Reinforced kick-strips for durability

• Ankle zip with internal gusset and adjustable hem 
drawcord

The Epic Pant is a ski pant with mountain DNA 
made for both protection and performance. 
GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® hybrid construction 
is combined with a customised fit for performance 
both on the ascent and descent whilst on-the-go 
storage and venting provide little excuse for slowing 
down. 

A rugged backcountry ski pant combining 
protection and breathability in one.

Sizes: 28 - 38
Leg Length: Regular & Long
Weight: 560g / 1 lbs 3.8 oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 251g / 8.6oz 
Inserts: 200g / 7.0oz

Content:  Main: 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane 
Inserts: 94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane, 
 ePTFE Membrane

ME-006687 

AEROTHERM 
MEN’S JACKET

• EXOLITE 45 stretch double weave soft shell fabric

• Micro-grid wicking lining on body to regulate temperature 
and next-to-skin comfort

• Adjustable Mountain Hood with rolldown storage

• Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• YKK® moulded centre front zip 

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 1 Napoleon chest pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With a super light double weave Soft Shell fabric 
and a moisture wicking micro-grid lining, this 
versatile layer keeps out the wind whilst still offering 
a little warmth in exposed situations. Drying rapidly 
after the ascent it’s a jacket you can keep on in fast 
changing conditions.

A windproof and fast drying lightweight layer 
with added warmth for hiking and running in 
the high mountains.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 300g / 10.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 45g / 1.3oz - 82g / 2.4oz
Content:  Outer: 100% Polyamide 

Lining: 100% Polyester

ME-01636
Alto Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

ME-01403
Blue Nights

•  182g m-2 double weave fabric with lofted inner face is 
wind resistant, wicking and comfortable

•  Men’s Active fit

•  Elastane bound Mountain Hood

•  Coverstitched seams

•  YKK® centre front zip

•  2 zipped hand pockets and 1 Napoleon chest pocket

•  Adjustable dual tether hem drawcords

The Arrow Hooded Jacket combines the wind 
resistance, wicking and warmth for days in the 
mountains with the unimpeded mobility required on 
steep ground. Three zipped pockets keep essentials 
close to hand and our Mountain Hood provides 
valuable extra protection in Alpine conditions.

A lightweight and highly adaptable hooded 
jacket for mountaineers and climbers.

ME-01743
Red Rock

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 370g / 13.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 182g / 5.4oz
Content:  90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

ME-006529 

ARROW HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET
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ME-005763 

IBEX PRO 
MEN’S PANT

• EXOLITE 250 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric

• Mountain fit with regular fit ankle

• 2 hand pockets and 2 rear zipped pockets

• 2 zipped thigh pockets and 2 thigh vents

• Adjustable waistband with metal button waist closure

• Belt loops

• Adjustable hem with silicone grippers and integrated 
lace hook

Ibex Pro Pants use burly EXOLITE 250 stretch 
double weave Soft Shell fabric and have all the 
features you need for unpredictable conditions 
in tough environments. Multiple zipped pockets 
as well as thigh vents and a lower leg that 
accommodates a range of boots they are ready for 
anything.

Robust and wind resistant stretch trousers 
for year round trekking and mountaineering 
missions.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 30 - 38
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 530g / 1lb 3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 250g / 8.6oz
Content:  88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

ME-000850 

IBEX MOUNTAIN  
MEN’S PANT

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric

• Alpine fit with regular fit ankle

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 1 rear zipped pocket

• 2 zipped thigh pockets with integrated mesh lining

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• Microfleece lined waistband for improved comfort

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

• Drawcord channel at hem (drawcord not included)

Designed for the adventurous hill-walker, scrambler 
and mountaineer in need of a lightweight mountain 
pant that can cope with technical terrain and 
fluctuating temperatures. Perfect for long days 
above the tree line.

A proven best seller, this versatile Soft Shell 
pant is ideal for mountaineering and trekking 
in cooler conditions year round.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 28 - 40
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 450g / 15.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 7.4oz
Content:  92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

ME-002928 

SQUALL HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET

ME-01514
Acid

ME-01252
Cardinal Orange

• EXOLITE 125 stretch double weave soft shell fabric with 
FC free DWR

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• Over-locked and topstitched construction throughout

• 2-way YKK® offset moulded centre front zip

• Zipped Napoleon chest pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With its cavernous helmet compatible hood, offset 
front zip and minimalist single pocket design the 
Squall is truly at home in any climbing situation. A 
stretchy double weave EXOLITE fabric and precise 
Active fit offers both the toughness and unhindered 
movement necessary for those who find themselves 
making moves on hard rock and ice.    

The climber’s, ultimate Soft Shell; light, tough 
and protective it’s the definitive choice for 
everything from big walls to sea cliffs.

ME-01437
Alto Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 320g / 11.3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 125g / 3.7oz
Content:  87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane
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•  EXOLITE 280 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric with 
FC free DWR

•  2 zipped hand pockets

•  2 zipped thigh pockets

•  Integrated low-profile belt with double press-stud waist 
closure

•  Ankle zips

With full stretch and the perfect balance of warmth 
and rapid moisture transfer the Austra Tight is ideal 
for early starts, and flying over exposed ridges on 
cooler days. Discreet pockets keep essentials secure 
and a low profile belt gives all day comfort.

A Soft Shell tight for hiking and fast-moving 
mountain sports in cool conditions.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 360g / 12.7oz (approx.)

Fabric: 282g / 8.3oz
Content:  93% Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-005089 

AUSTRA 
MEN’S TIGHT
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ME-01559
Capsicum Red

• Lightweight HeliumAP outer fabric with mechanical 
stretch; highly breathable and windresistant

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand pockets

• Napoleon chest pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Balancing the moisture transfer required for running 
up exposed ice fields with the durability needed for 
rock climbing in the high mountains. The specially 
developed Octayarn Warp-knit lining offers 
insulation you can move fast in combined with rapid 
drying that will be appreciated on one day sprints 
and multi-day missions alike.

A superfast drying action layer that combines 
warmth and weather protection for the most 
demanding climbing and mountaineering.

ME-01286
Cosmos

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 54g / 1.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 100% Polyester inner

ME-004980 

KINESIS 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• Lightweight HeliumAP outer fabric with mechanical 
stretch; highly breathable and windresistant

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• EXOLITE 125 stretch soft shell fabric reinforcements 
[knees, seat and ankles]

• Women’s Active fit with gussetted crotch

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• 2 zipped hand pockets and thigh pocket

• 2 zipped thigh vents

• Snow shedding HeliumAP hem lining

• Ankle zip with internal gusset panel to accomodate all 
mountain boots

With wind and weather resistant HeliumAP outer 
fabric and a specially developed Octayarn Warp-
knit lining the Kinesis Pants are both supremely 
functional and exceptionally comfortable. They’re 
equally functional worn alone or under a shell.

Fast drying, wind resistant and lightly 
insulated legwear for cold weather 
mountaineering.

ME-01599
Obsidian/
Black

ME-01286
Cosmos

Sizes: 8 - 16
Leg Length: Short & Regular
Weight: 310g / 10.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 30D - 54g / 1.9 oz
 Inserts: 125g / 4.4oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer, 100% Polyester inner
 Inserts: 87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane

ME-004970 

KINESIS 
WOMEN’S PANT

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric

• Women’s Mountain fit with regular fit ankle

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 2 thigh vents 

• Removable and fully adjustable braces

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• Dyneema® reinforced kick strips and bonded hem for 
durability

• Zip-out stretch Soft Shell gaiters with integrated lace 
hook

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric is 
combined with our Women’s Mountain fit to give 
the ideal combination of protection and mobility. 
Completely windproof and highly weather resistant 
the G2 Mountain Pant allows you to push the 
envelope of Soft Shell performance.

The finest Soft Shell legwear available for 
climbers and mountaineers operating at their 
limit.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 8 - 16
Leg Length: Regular
Weight: 640g / 1lb 6.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 200g / 5.9oz
Content:  94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane, ePTFE membrane

ME-001802 

G2 MOUNTAIN 
WOMEN’S PANT
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ME-01004
Black

ME-006507 

EPIC 
WOMEN’S PANT

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric on front of 
thigh, knee and seat

• EXOLITE 250 stretch double weave soft shell fabric on 
back of leg

• Women’s Mountain fit with increased lower leg volume 
for ski boots

• 2 zipped hand pockets

• Zipped rear pocket, thigh pocket, and transceiver pocket

• 2 zipped thigh vents

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure and 
brace attachment points

• Reinforced kick-strips for durability

• Ankle zip with internal gusset and adjustable hem 
drawcord

The Epic Women’s Pant is a ski pant with mountain 
DNA made for both protection and performance. 
GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® hybrid construction 
is combined with a customised fit for performance 
both on the ascent and descent whilst on-the-go 
storage and venting provide little excuse for slowing 
down. 

A rugged backcountry ski pant combining 
protection and breathability in one.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Leg Length: Short & Regular
Weight: 530g / 1 lbs 2.7 oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 251g / 8.6oz 
Inserts: 200g / 7.0oz

Content:  Main: 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane 
Inserts: 94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane, 
 ePTFE Membrane

• EXOLITE 45 stretch double weave soft shell fabric

• Micro-grid wicking lining on body to regulate temperature 
and next-to-skin comfort

• Adjustable Mountain Hood with rolldown storage

• Women’s Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• YKK® moulded centre front zip 

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 1 Napoleon chest pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With a super light double weave Soft Shell fabric 
and a moisture wicking micro-grid lining, this 
versatile layer keeps out the wind whilst still offering 
a little warmth in exposed situations. Drying rapidly 
after the ascent it’s a jacket you can keep on in fast 
changing conditions.

A windproof and fast drying lightweight 
layer with added core warmth for hiking and 
running in the high mountains.

Sizes: 8 - 16
:thgieW  270g / 9.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 45g / 1.3oz - 82g / 2.4oz
Content:  Outer: 100% Polyamide 

Lining: 100% Polyester

ME-01793
Jade

ME-01640
Majolica Blue/
Alto Blue

ME-01559
Capsicum Red

ME-006705 

AEROTHERM 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 182g m-2 double weave fabric with lofted inner face is 
wind resistant, wicking and comfortable

• Women’s Active fit

• Elastane bound Mountain HC Hood

• Coverstitched seams

• YKK® centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand pockets and 1 Napoleon chest pocket

• Adjustable dual tether hem drawcords

The Arrow Hooded Jacket combines the wind 
resistance, wicking and warmth for days in the 
mountains with the unimpeded mobility required on 
steep ground. Three zipped pockets keep essentials 
close to hand and our Mountain Hood provides 
valuable extra protection in Alpine conditions.

A lightweight and highly adaptable hooded 
jacket for mountaineers and climbers.

Sizes: 8 - 16
:thgieW  340g / 12oz (approx.)

Fabric: 182g / 4.2oz
Content:  90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

ME-01558
Spruce

ME-01743
Red Rock

ME-01631
Surf Blue

ME-006553 

ARROW HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET
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ME-000851 

CHAMOIS 
WOMEN’S PANT

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric

• Women’s Alpine fit with regular fit ankle

• 2 zipped hand pockets

• 2 zipped thigh pockets with integrated mesh lining for 
venting

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• Microfleece lined waistband for improved comfort

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

• Drawcord channel at hem (drawcord not included)

Designed for the adventurous hill-walker, scrambler 
and mountaineer in need of a lightweight mountain 
pant that can cope with technical terrain and 
fluctuating temperatures. Perfect for long days 
above the tree line.

A proven best seller, this versatile Soft Shell 
pant is ideal for mountaineering and trekking 
in cooler conditions year-round.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 8 - 20
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 370g / 13.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

• EXOLITE 280 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric with 
PFC free DWR

• 2 zipped hand pockets

• 2 zipped thigh pockets

• Integrated low-profile belt with double press-stud waist 
closure

• Ankle zips

With full stretch and the perfect balance of warmth 
and rapid moisture transfer the Austra Women’s 
Tight is ideal for early starts, and flying over exposed 
ridges on cooler days. Discreet pockets keep 
essentials secure and a low profile belt gives all day 
comfort.

A Soft Shell tight for hiking and fast-moving 
mountain sports in cool conditions.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 350g / 12.3oz
Fabric: 282g / 8.3oz
Content: 93% Polyamide, 7% Elastane

ME-005585 

AUSTRA 
WOMEN’S TIGHT

ME-006819 

SQUALL HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

  EXOLITE 125 stretch double weave soft shell fabric with 
PFC free DWR

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• Over-locked and topstitched construction throughout

• YKK® offset moulded centre front zip

 Zipped Napoleon chest pocket

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into chest pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With its cavernous helmet compatible hood, offset 
front zip and minimalist single pocket design the 
Squall is truly at home in any climbing situation. A 
stretchy double weave EXOLITE fabric and precise 
Active fit offers both the toughness and unhindered 
movement necessary for those who find themselves 
making moves on hard rock and ice.

The ultimate rock climbing soft shell; light, 
tough and protective it’s the definitive choice 
for everything from big walls to sea cliffs.

ME-01590
Deep Teal

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 280g / 9.9oz (approx.) 
Fabric: 125g / 3.7oz
Content:  87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane

ME-01640
Majolica Blue/
Alto Blue

ME-01753
Capsicum Red/
Tibetan Red
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GORE-TEX PRO

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout

• Alpine fit with articulated knees

• ¾ length YKK® WR side zips

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure and 
brace attachment points

• 2-way YKK® WR fly zip

• 2 pockets with YKK® WR zips

• Adjustable hem

• Reinforced kick strips for durability

With GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout and our 
Alpine fit the Lhotse Pant gives reliable and robust 
waterproof protection with complete mobility. 3/4 
length side zips make them easy to put on during 
fast changing weather and an integrated belt 
ensures all-day comfort.

Essential hard shell leg wear for 
mountaineers requiring full protection in the 
worst conditions.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 400g / 14.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 80D - 154g / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005030 

LHOTSE 
MEN’S PANT

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 40D fabric

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric reinforcements

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable with Cohaesive™ 
cordlocks

• Seamless face panel for maximum comfort

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• Stratum Storage; 2 large pockets and 1 Napoleon pocket, 
laser cut and laminated with YKK® moulded AquaGuard® 
zips

• 2-way YKK® moulded AquaGuard® centre front zip

• 2-way YKK® WR underarm pit zips with laminated and 
bonded entry

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

The multi-award-winning Lhotse Jacket remains 
our best-selling GORE-TEX Pro Jacket. The latest 
evolution of this mountaineering classic represents 
the best possible blend of function, weight and 
durability.

For those requiring the very best all-round 
performance and absolute protection for 
mountaineering in all weathers.

ME-01027
Imperial Red/
Crimson

ME-01567
Anvil Grey/
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 500g / 1lb 1.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D / 80D - 117g / 154g - 3.5oz / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005029 

LHOTSE 
MEN’S JACKET
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ME-01678
Mykonos Blue

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout

• Super Alpine HC Hood with Cohaesive™ cordlocks

• Seamless face panel for maximum comfort

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip

• 2 large laser cut and laminated Napoleon chest pockets 
with YKK® moulded Aquaguard® zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

Offering only the necessary for those who require 
rugged dependability in the most severe conditions. 
With an unrestrictive fit and hood which affords full 
coverage over a helmet, the Tupilak is a fusion of 
simplicity, protection and durability.

For climbers seeking out the steepest lines 
on snow, ice and mixed routes.

ME-01514
Acid

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 500g / 1lb 1.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 80D - 154g / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005016 

TUPILAK 
MEN’S JACKET

These full spec mountaineering pants give total 
protection and mobility in the worst conditions 
imaginable. Using GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric 
throughout they easily resist abrasion in ice choked 
chimneys and further reinforcement protects 
against cuts from racked screws.

The very best fit and fabrics currently 
available make these the finest hard shell 
legwear there is for committed alpinists and 
winter climbers.

ME-01286
Cosmos

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 560g / 1lb 3.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 80D - 154g / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Semi-elasticated waist

• Bonded ice screw protection overlay

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® side zips

• Fully adjustable braces with drop seat

• 2-way YKK® WR fly zip

• Zip-out internal snow gaiters

• Bonded reinforced kick strips for durability

ME-005018 

TUPILAK 
MEN’S PANT
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GORE-TEX 

• New GORE-TEX with ePE membrane and FC free DWR

• 3-Layer construction with 75D face fabric for durability

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• 2 large pockets with YKK® WR zips

• Napoleon chest pocket with YKK® WR zip 

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip

• 2-way YKK® WR underarm pit zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

The Makalu is a versatile waterproof mountain shell 
with bluesign® approved GORE-TEX 75D fabric 
throughout and an FC free DWR that ensures 
reliable performance with less environmental 
impact. It’s the ideal balance of waterproof 
protection, durability and weight for year round use.

A highly protective GORE-TEX jacket for 
hiking and mountaineering with a lighter 
environmental footprint.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 550g / 1 lbs 3.4 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 75D - 251g / 7.4oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyamide shell, ePE membrane

ME-006911 

MAKALU  
MEN’S JACKET

ME-01746
Dusk/Cosmos

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-01027
Imperial Red/
Crimson

NEW

• New GORE-TEX with ePE membrane and FC free DWR

• 3-Layer construction with 75D face fabric for durability

• Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way ¾ length YKK® WR side zips with internal flap

• Adjustable hem

Makalu Pants use a bluesign® approved GORE-
TEX 75D fabric throughout and an FC free DWR 
that ensures reliable performance with less 
environmental impact. 3/4 length 2-way side zips 
allow for easy layering as well as added ventilation 
when required.

Protective and durable GORE-TEX legwear 
for year round hiking and mountaineering.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
 :htgneL geL  Short, Regular & Long 
Weight: 360g / 12.7 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 75D - 251g / 7.4oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyamide shell, ePE membrane

ME-007125 

MAKALU  
MEN’S PANT

NEW

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Active 30D fabric throughout

• Mountain Hood is fully adjustable

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• YKK® WR centre front zip

• 2 large WR ventilated pockets with YKK® WR Zips

• YKK® WR underarm pit zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Rollaway hood

With 3-layer GORE-TEX Active 2.0 fabric 
throughout the Firefox combines highly breathable 
waterproof protection with an Alpine fit and our 
proven Mountain Hood. Pit zips and ventilated 
pockets provide even greater air flow on rapid 
ascents.

An exceptionally breathable waterproof shell 
that provides serious protection for any fast 
moving mountain activity.

ME-01415
Magma

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01797
Dusk/
Ember

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 330g / 11.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 111g / 3.3oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-006002 

FIREFOX 
MEN’S JACKET
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ME-003864 

SALTORO 
MEN’S JACKET

2.5-layer GORE-TEX PACLITE® 40D fabric with PFCec 
free DWR

3-layer GORE-TEX 75D fabric reinforcements with PFCec 
free DWR

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip with 
internal flap

• 2 large pockets with YKK® WR zips

• YKK® WR underarm venting zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

GORE-TEX 75D and GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric 
are combined to give a lightweight, comfortable 
shell that retains the durability required for regular 
use with a pack. Our Alpine fit is completely 
unrestrictive for all day use and the proven 
Mountain HC Hood is a reliable refuge in the worst 
weather.

A lightweight and protective waterproof 
shell with hybrid GORE-TEX construction for 
trekking and backpacking in the mountains.

ME-01510
Blue Nights/
Cosmos

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-01511
Lapis Blue/
Dark Ocean

ME-01540
Magma/
Bracken

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 430g / 15.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 40D - 105g / 3.1oz 
Reinforcement: 75D - 176g / 5.2oz 

Content: 100% Polyester, ePTFE membrane

UPDATED

ME-003882 

SALTORO 
MEN’S PANT

2.5-layer GORE-TEX PACLITE® 40D fabric with PFCec 
free DWR

3-layer GORE-TEX 75D fabric reinforcements with PFCec 
free DWR

• Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way ¾ length YKK® WR side zips with internal flap

• Adjustable hem

GORE-TEX 75D and GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric 
are combined to balance comfort and protection 
against a small pack size for mixed weather days 
high in the mountains. Our trim Active fit ensures 
there’s no excess fabric to catch the wind on 
exposed ridgelines and ¾ length zips allow quick 
changes with boots on.

Lightweight, protective and well-fitting 
waterproof trousers with hybrid GORE-TEX 
construction for trekking and backpacking.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 310g / 10.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 40D - 105g / 3.1oz 
Reinforcement: 75D - 176g / 5.2oz 

Content: 100% Polyester, ePTFE membrane

UPDATED
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DRILITE 

With full stretch and minimal weight the Orbital 
Jacket gives all day comfort and complete freedom 
of movement whether you’re covering long 
distances in the mountains or racing up Alpine 
classics. Our Mountain HC Hood gives complete 
protection in exposed situations and pit zips allow 
you to vent on the move.

A light, stretchy and highly packable 
waterproof shell for fast moving trekkers and 
mountaineers.

ME-01595
Obsidian

ME-01678
Mykonos Blue

ME-01743
Red Rock

Sizes: S - XXL
:thgieW  390g / 13.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 126g / 3.7oz
Content: 100% Polyester, PU membrane

• 3 layer DRILITE® STRETCH 20D fabric with FC free DWR

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• YKK® moulded AquaGuard® centre front zip with internal 
flap

• 2 pockets with YKK® water resistant zips

• YKK® underarm venting zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Internal pocket

ME-006713 

ORBITAL   
MEN’S JACKET

Redefining the way you dress in rapidly changing 
weather, Orbital Pants are light, stretchy and 
breathable enough to wear all day whether hiking 
in the mountains or climbing on more technical 
ground. Trim fitting and with an ankle that 
accommodates any mountain boot these trousers 
won’t hold you back.

Waterproof, stretchy trousers that are 
comfortable enough to wear all day while 
moving through fast changing conditions.

ME-01595
Obsidian

Sizes: S - XXL
:htgneL geL  Regular & Long 

Weight: 260g / 9.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 126g / 3.7oz
Content: 100% Polyester, PU membrane

• 3 layer DRILITE® STRETCH 20D fabric with FC free DWR

• Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• 2 pockets with YKK® zips

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• 2-way YKK® WR fly zip

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

• Adjustable hem

ME-005387 

ORBITAL 
MEN’S PANT

ME-01746
Dusk/
Cosmos

• Recycled 2.5-layer DRILITE® 50D fabric with FC-free 
DWR

• Mountain Hood is fully adjustable

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• YKK® centre front zip with laminated outer flap and 
internal flap

• 2 large ventilated pockets with YKK® WR zips

• YKK® underarm pit zips with internal flap

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Our recycled 2.5 layer DRILITE® fabric gives the 
reliable waterproof and breathable protection 
needed for the days when you don’t manage 
to outrun the afternoon storm. Impressively 
lightweight but still featuring our proven Alpine Fit 
and Mountain Hood.

Serious protection from the elements in 
a benchmark super-light and packable 
waterproof design.

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
 Weight: 320g / 11.3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 92g / 2.7oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide, PU membrane

ME-01743
Red Rock

ME-006630 

ZENO       
MEN’S JACKET
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• 3-layer DRILITE® 70D fabric with 360D reinforced weave

• Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded side zips with inner 
storm flaps

• 2-way YKK® moulded front zip with storm flap

• Fully adjustable braces with drop rear seat

• Reinforced kick strips for durability

• Fixed internal gaiters

These tough hardshell pants continue to be 
essential equipment for mountain guides and other 
outdoor professionals. Exceptional fit, well thought 
out features and great value make these a common 
sight in serious environments around the world.

Benchmark all-round mountain pants in 
durable DRILITE® fabric.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Leg Length: Short, Regular & Long
Weight: 720g / 1lb 9.4oz (approx.)

Fabric: 70D / 140D - 190g / 5.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide, PU membrane

ME-006538 

KARAKORAM MOUNTAIN 
MEN’S PANT

• Recycled 2.5-layer DRILITE® 50D fabric with FC-free 
DWR

• Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way YKK® side zips with internal and external flaps

• Adjustable hem

With our Active fit and articulated knees these are 
shell pants that won’t hold you back. Our 2.5 layer 
recycled DRILITE® 50D fabric gives reassuring 
waterproof performance combined with low pack 
size and full length zips that make for easy access 
over boots as the storm rolls in.

Lightweight and well fitting full-zip 
waterproof trousers for trekking in remote 
locations.

Sizes: S - XXL
:htgneL geL  Short, Regular & Long

Weight: 230g / 8.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 92g / 2.7oz
Content:  100% Recycled Polyamide, PU membrane

ME-01004
Black

ME-006655 

ZENO FZ 
MEN’S PANT
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• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Semi-elasticated waist

• Bonded ice screw protection overlay

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® side zips

• Fully adjustable braces with drop seat

• Zip-out internal snow gaiters

• Bonded reinforced kick strips for durability

These full spec mountaineering pants give total 
protection and mobility in the worst conditions 
imaginable. Using GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric 
throughout they easily resist abrasion in ice choked 
chimneys and further reinforcement protects 
against cuts from racked screws.

The very best fit and fabrics currently 
available make these the finest hard shell 
legwear there is for committed alpinists and 
winter climbers.

ME-01286
Cosmos

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 540g / 1lb 3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 80D - 154g / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005049 

TUPILAK 
WOMEN’S PANT

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric throughout

• Super Alpine HC Hood with Cohaesive™ cordlocks

• Seamless face panel for maximum comfort

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip

• 2 large laser cut and laminated Napoleon chest pockets 
with YKK® moulded Aquaguard® zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

Offering only the necessary for those who require 
rugged dependability in the most severe conditions. 
With an unrestrictive fit and hood which affords full 
coverage over a helmet, the Tupilak is a fusion of 
simplicity, protection coupled and durability.

For climbers seeking out the steepest lines 
on snow, ice and mixed routes.

ME-01678
Mykonos Blue

ME-01514
Acid

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 440g / 15.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 80D - 154g / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005043 

TUPILAK 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01027
Imperial Red/
Crimson

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 40D fabric

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Pro 80D fabric reinforcements

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable with Cohaesive™ 
cordlocks

• Seamless face panel for maximum comfort

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• Storm Construction techniques used throughout

• Stratum Storage; 2 large pockets and 1 Napoleon pocket, 
laser cut and laminated YKK® with moulded AquaGuard® 
zips

• 2-way YKK® moulded AquaGuard® centre front zip

• 2-way YKK® WR underarm pit zips with laminated and 
bonded entry

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

The multi-award-winning Manaslu Jacket remains 
our best-selling GORE-TEX Pro Jacket. The latest 
evolution of this mountaineering classic represents 
the best possible blend of function, weight and 
durability.

For those requiring the very best all-round 
performance and absolute protection for 
mountaineering in all weathers.

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01591
Spruce/
Deep Teal

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 460g / 1lb 0.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D / 80D - 117g / 154g - 3.5oz / 4.5oz
Content: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-005035 

MANASLU 
WOMEN’S JACKET

GORE-TEX PRO
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GORE-TEX 

• New GORE-TEX with ePE membrane and FC free DWR

• 3-Layer construction with 75D face fabric for durability

• Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way ¾ length YKK® WR side zips with internal flap

• Adjustable hem

Makalu Pants use a bluesign® approved GORE-
TEX 75D fabric throughout and an FC free DWR 
that ensures reliable performance with less 
environmental impact. 3/4 length 2-way side zips 
allow for easy layering as well as added ventilation 
when required.

Protective and durable GORE-TEX legwear 
for year round hiking and mountaineering.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 8-16
Leg Length: Short & Regular
Weight: 340g / 12 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 75D - 251g / 7.4oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyamide shell, ePE membrane

ME-007126 

MAKALU  
WOMEN’S PANT

NEW

ME-006003 

FIREFOX 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 3-layer GORE-TEX Active 30D fabric throughout

• Mountain Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• YKK® WR centre front zip

• 2 large WR ventilated pockets with YKK® WR Zips

• YKK® WR underarm pit zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Rollaway hood

With 3-layer GORE-TEX Active 2.0 fabric 
throughout the Firefox combines highly breathable 
waterproof protection with our Women’s Alpine 
fit and our proven Mountain Hood. Pit zips and 
ventilated pockets provide even greater air flow on 
rapid ascents.

An exceptionally breathable waterproof shell 
that provides serious protection for any fast 
moving mountain activity.

ME-01720
Majolica Blue/
Capsicum Red

ME-01797
Dusk/
Ember

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 280g / 9.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 111g / 3.3oz
Content:  100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

• New GORE-TEX with ePE membrane and FC free DWR

• 3-Layer construction with 75D face fabric for durability

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped sleeves

• 2 large pockets with YKK® WR zips

• Napoleon chest pocket with YKK® WR zip

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip

• 2-way YKK® WR underarm pit zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

• Laminated and laser cut inner pocket with YKK® zip

The Makalu is a versatile waterproof mountain shell 
with bluesign® approved GORE-TEX 75D fabric 
throughout and an FC free DWR that ensures 
reliable performance with less environmental 
impact. It’s the ideal balance of waterproof 
protection, durability and weight for year round use.

A highly protective GORE-TEX jacket for 
hiking and mountaineering with a lighter 
environmental footprint.

Sizes: 8-16
Weight: 480g / 1 lbs 0.9 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 75D - 251g / 7.4oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyamide shell, ePE membrane

ME-006914 

MAKALU  
WOMEN’S JACKET

NEW

ME-01720
Majolica Blue / 
Capsicum Red

ME-01850
Stellar/  
Majolica Blue

ME-01853
Amethyst / 
Medieval Blue
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ME-003866 

SALTORO 
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 3-layer GORE-TEX 75D fabric

• 2.5-layer GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric

• Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• 2-way YKK® moulded Aquaguard® centre front zip with 
internal flap

• 2 large pockets with YKK® WR zips

• YKK® WR underarm venting zips

• Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

GORE-TEX 75D and GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric 
are combined to give a lightweight, comfortable 
shell that retains the durability required for 
regular use with a pack. Our Women’s Alpine fit 
is completely unrestrictive for all day use and the 
proven Mountain HC Hood is a reliable refuge in the 
worst weather.

A lightweight and protective waterproof 
shell with hybrid GORE-TEX construction for 
trekking and backpacking in the mountains.

ME-01591
Spruce/
Deep Teal

ME-01850
Stellar Blue/
Majolica Blue

Sizes: 8 - 20
Weight: 380g / 13.4oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D / 75D - 107g / 176g - 3.2oz / 5.2oz
Content: 100% Polyester, ePTFE membrane

ME-01559
Capsicum Red

NEW COLOUR

ME-004462 

SALTORO 
WOMEN’S PANT

• 2.5-layer GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric

• 3-layer GORE-TEX 75D fabric reinforcements

• Women’s Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way ¾ length YKK® WR side zips with internal flap

• Adjustable hem

ME-01004
Black

GORE-TEX 75D and GORE-TEX PACLITE® fabric 
are combined to balance comfort and protection 
against a small pack size for mixed weather days 
high in the mounatins. Our trim Active fit ensures 
there’s no excess fabric to catch the wind on 
exposed ridgelines and ¾ length zips allow quick 
changes with boots on.

Lightweight, protective and well-fitting 
waterproof trousers with hybrid GORE-TEX 
construction for trekking and backpacking.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Leg Length: Short & Regular
Weight: 300g / 10.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D / 75D - 107g / 176g - 3.2oz / 5.2oz
Content:  100% Polyester, ePTFE membrane
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• Recycled 2.5-layer DRILITE® 50D fabric with FC-free 
DWR

• Mountain Hood is fully adjustable

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

• YKK® centre front zip with laminated outer flap and 
internal flap

• 2 large ventilated pockets with YKK® WR zips

• YKK® underarm pit zips with internal flap

• Adjustable cuffs and dual tether hem drawcords

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Our recycled 2.5 layer DRILITE® fabric gives the 
reliable waterproof and breathable protection 
needed for the days when you don’t manage 
to outrun the afternoon storm. Impressively 
lightweight but still featuring our proven Women’s 
Alpine Fit and Mountain Hood.

Serious protection from the elements in 
a benchmark super-light and packable 
waterproof design.

ME-01753
Capsicum Red/
Tibetan Red

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

Sizes: 8 - 16
:thgieW  270g / 9.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 92g / 2.7oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyester, PU membrane

ME-01610
Deep Teal/
Cosmos

ME-006645 

ZENO      
WOMEN’S JACKET

Redefining the way you dress in rapidly changing 
weather, Orbital Pants are light, stretchy and 
breathable enough to wear all day whether hiking 
in the mountains or climbing on more technical 
ground. Trim fitting and with an ankle that 
accommodates any mountain boot these trousers 
won’t hold you back.

Waterproof, stretchy trousers that are 
comfortable enough to wear all day whilst 
trekking and climbing through fast changing 
conditions.

ME-01595
Obsidian

Sizes: 8 - 16
:htgneL geL  Short & Regular

Weight: 280g / 9.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 126g / 3.7oz
Content: 100% Polyester, PU membrane

• 3 layer DRILITE® STRETCH 20D fabric with FC free DWR

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• 2 pockets with YKK® zips

• Integrated belt with double press-stud waist closure

• YKK® WR fly zip

• Ankle zips with internal gusset panel to accommodate all 
mountain boots

• Adjustable hem

ME-005385 

ORBITAL 
WOMEN’S PANT

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

ME-01743
Red Rock

With full stretch and minimal weight the Orbital 
Jacket gives all day comfort and complete freedom 
of movement whether you’re covering long 
distances in the mountains or racing up Alpine 
classics. Our Mountain HC Hood gives complete 
protection in exposed situations and pit zips allow 
you to vent on the move.

A light, stretchy and highly packable 
waterproof shell for fast moving trekkers and 
mountaineers.

ME-01678
Mykonos Blue

Sizes: 8 - 16
:thgieW  380g / 13.4oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 126g / 3.7oz
Content: 100% Polyester, PU membrane

3 layer DRILITE® STRETCH 20D fabric with FC free DWR

Mountain HC Hood is fully adjustable

Women’s Active fit with articulated and pre-shaped 
sleeves

YKK® moulded AquaGuard® centre front zip with internal 
flap

2 pockets with YKK® water resistant zips

YKK® underarm venting zips

Adjustable laminated cuffs and dual tether hem 
drawcords

Internal pocket

ME-006716 

ORBITAL   
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01595
Obsidian

DRILITE 
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• 3-layer DRILITE® 70D fabric with 360D reinforced weave

• Women’s Alpine fit with articulated knees

• Full length 2-way YKK® moulded side zips with inner 
storm flaps

• 2-way YKK® moulded front zip with storm flap

• Fully adjustable braces with drop rear seat

• Reinforced kick strips for ski and durability

• Fixed internal gaiters

These tough hardshell pants continue to be 
essential equipment for mountain guides and other 
outdoor professionals. Exceptional fit, well thought 
out features and great value make these a common 
sight in serious environments around the world.

Benchmark all-round mountain pants in 
durable DRILITE® fabric.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 680g / 1lb 8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 70D / 140D - 190g / 5.6oz
Content:  100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane

ME-000729 

AMA DABLAM 
WOMEN’S PANT

• Recycled 2.5-layer DRILITE® 50D fabric with FC-free 
DWR

• Active fit with articulated knees

• Gusseted crotch for unrestricted movement

• Integrated elasticated waistband with drawcord

• 2-way YKK® side zips with internal and external flaps

• Adjustable hem

With our trim Women’s Active fit and articulated 
knees these are shell pants that won’t hold you 
back. Our 2.5 layer DRILITE® fabric gives reassuring 
waterproof performance combined with a tiny pack 
size and ¾ length zips that make for easy access 
over boots as the storm rolls in.

Lightweight, well fitting waterproof trousers 
that provide the perfect back up plan for 
trekking in remote locations.

Sizes: 8 - 16
:htgneL geL  Short & Regular

Weight: 230g / 8.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 50D - 92g / 2.7oz
Content: 100% Recycled Polyester, PU membrane

ME-01004
Black

ME-006657 

ZENO FZ 
WOMEN’S PANT
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• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• bluesign® approved Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece 
[arms, shoulders and side panels]

• Active fit

• Flatlocked seams for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

• Elastane bound hem and double layer collar

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With its exceptional moisture transfer and high 
warmth-to-weight ratio Octayarn Warp-knit core 
makes the Switch a jacket you can leave on throughout 
the most strenuous stop/ start mountain days. Allied 
to proven Pontetorto® Tecnostretch fleece panels, the 
Switch Jacket is an essential piece for active layering.

A hybrid insulated mid layer that is ideally 
suited to those needing to move fast over 
technical ground.

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01843
Acid/ 
Lemon

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 280g / 9.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-01751
Dusk

ME-006775 

SWITCH 
MEN’S JACKET

NEW

ME-01846
Lemon/ 
Acid

• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• bluesign® approved Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece 
[underarms, top of hood and side panels] 

• Active fit

• Flatlocked seams for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

• Elastane bound hem and hood

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With super fast drying high loft Octayarn Warp-knit 
insulation this is the perfect midlayer for moving fast 
in cold conditions. Zoned Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 
fleece ensures an athletic fit and even greater 
moisture transfer as well as adding stretch to the 
hood which works with or without a helmet.

A hybrid, highly breathable mid-layer for fast 
moving alpinists and ski-mountaineers.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 340g / 12oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-006776 

SWITCH PRO HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET

ME-01848
Redrock/ 
Dusk

NEW

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01751
Dusk

Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

bluesign® approved Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece 
[back and side panels]

Active fit

Flatlocked seams for next-to-skin comfort

YKK® centre front zip

2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

Elastane bound hem and armholes

Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Highly breathable and fast drying Octayarn Warp-
knit insulation is combined with our 20D RS shell 
fabric in the front of the body for wind resistance. 
Pontetorto® Tecnostretch fleece panels in the 
back and sides minimise bulk and dry fast after a 
strenuous ascent.

A hybrid vest with an insulated front and 
low profile grid fleece back for fast moving 
mountain sports.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 190g / 6.7oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-006979 

SWITCH 
MEN’S VEST

NEW
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ME-01751
Dusk

ME-006885 

SWITCH 
MEN’S PANT

• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• Active fit with gussetted crotch

• Low volume waistband with draw cord closure

• Fly zip

• 2 hand pockets

• Zipped thigh pocket

• Snow shedding hem lining

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Essential for cold weather climbing and mountaineering, 
Switch Pants work perfectly under waterproof or soft 
shell trousers yet are sufficiently wind resistant to be 
worn alone for load carries lower on a mountain or long 
approaches. Fast drying and exceptionally breathable 
they’re equally suitable in Scotland or the Himalaya.

Fast drying, windproof and lightly insulated 
legwear for cold weather mountaineering.

Sizes: S-XXL
Leg Length: Regularr
Weight: 230g / 8.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main:  48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

NEW
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• Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece  

• Polygiene anti-microbial technology; environmentally 
friendly and bluesign® approved odour control 

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• Low bulk elastic waistband 

Pontetorto® Tecnostretch fleece fabric is warm, 
highly breathable, quick drying and low in bulk for 
perfect layering. The Eclipse Pants are an ideal layer 
for use under a hard shell and will fit over thermal 
tights in exceptionally cold conditions.

These fitted lightweight fleece pants are 
perfect for cold weather climbing and ski use.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Leg Length: Regular
Weight: 190g / 7oz (approx.)

Fabric: 187g / 5.5oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-005976 

ECLIPSE 
MEN’S PANT

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

• Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece

• Polygiene anti-microbial technology; environmentally 
friendly and bluesign® approved odour control

• Active fit with longer length body

• Close fitting hood with face protection and offset closure

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• 2-way YKK® offset deep centre front zip for ventilation

• Zipped Napoleon pocket with mesh back

• Low bulk cuffs with integrated thumb loops

The Eclipse Hooded Zip-T is a specialist piece 
designed for serious use. Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 
fabric provides warmth without bulk whilst drying 
exceptionally fast after a strenuous approach. The 
close fitting hood with full face protection works 
perfectly under a helmet.

A close fitting hooded Zip-T that provides 
the optimum base or mid layer for winter and 
alpine climbing.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 290g / 10oz (approx.)

Fabric: 187g / 5.5oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-01644
Magma/
Medieval Blue

ME-005727 

ECLIPSE HOODED 
MEN’S ZIP-T

• Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 238 fleece for warmth and 
minimal bulk 

• Polygiene anti-microbial technology; environmentally 
friendly and bluesign® approved odour control

• Active fit

• Grown-on hood

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• Zipped Napoleon pocket with mesh back

• 2 hand warmer pockets

• Low bulk cuffs with integrated thumb loops

Providing impressive warmth for its minimal weight 
and bulk the Eclipse Hooded Jacket is an essential 
layer for everything from ski touring to valley walks. 
A stretchy grown on hood gives added versatility 
whilst 3 zipped pockets keep essentials secure and 
thumb loops layer under gloves on freezing days.

A light and fast drying stretch fleece jacket 
that’s perfect for hiking and classic alpine 
ascents.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 410g / 14oz (approx.)

Fabric: 238g / 7.0oz
Content: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-01596
Medieval Blue

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

ME-01638
Medieval Blue/
Cardinal Orange

ME-005722 

ECLIPSE HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET
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ME-01707
Majolica Blue/
Cardinal Orange

With performance stretch fleece fabric and a 
slimline Active fit the Lumiko is an ideal lightweight 
fleece layer for everything from climbing close to 
the road to big days in the Alps. A grown-on hood 
adds valuable extra warmth on belays and a zipped 
chest pocket keeps essentials secure.

A light and fast drying stretch fleece jacket 
for climbing, hiking and mountaineering.

ME-01817
Fern/
Ombre Blue

ME-01316
Ombre Blue/
Cosmos

ME-01652
Acid/
Ombre Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 270g / 9.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Active fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• Grown-on hood

• YKK® centre front zip

• Zipped Napoleon pocket

ME-005359 

LUMIKO HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET

NEW COLOUR

ME-01817
Fern/
Ombre Blue

With performance stretch fleece fabric and a 
slimline Active fit the Lumiko is a perfect lightweight 
layer for fast moving climbing and mountaineering. 
Drying quickly after a lung burning approach it 
works equally well under a shell high on the route.

A close fitting and fast drying lightweight 
fleece layer for hiking and mountaineering.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 230g / 8.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Active fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® deep centre front zip for ventilation

• Zipped Napoleon pocket

ME-01652
Acid/
Ombre Blue

ME-01836
Red Rock/
Ombre

ME-005360 

LUMIKO 
MEN’S ZIP-T

NEW COLOUR

ME-01707
Majolica Blue/
Cardinal Orange

ME-01807
Fern

Combining a highly functional hooded Zip-T design 
with performance stretch fleece fabric gives a layer 
that’s at home everywhere from committing Alpine 
routes to valley rock and big hiking days.

A lightweight and fast drying fleece hooded 
Zip-T for climbing and mountaineering.

ME-01308
Ombre Blue

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

Sizes: S - XXL
:thgieW  270g / 9.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Regular fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• Grown-on hood

• YKK® centre front zip for ventilation

• Kangaroo patch pocket

• Double Layer cuffs and hem

ME-006709 

LUMIKO HOODED 
MEN’S ZIP-T
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Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 520g / 1 lbs 2.3 oz (approx.)

Fabric: 270g / 9.5oz
Content:  94% Recycled Polyester, 6% Elastane

• 270g m-2 microgrid stretch fleece with hardface for 
warmth and wind resistance

• Active fit

• Over-locked and top-stitched construction throughout 
for next-to-skin comfort

• Elastane bound hood

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Napoleon chest pocket with YKK® zip

• YKK® centre front zip

• Thumb loops

With a microgrid inner layer to wick moisture fast and 
a densely woven outer face for wind resistance the 
Durian is the ideal jacket for working hard in mixed 
conditions. Stretchy and unrestrictive it can be worn 
as an outer layer or under a shell in more severe 
weather.

A lightweight, hardfaced fleece that balances 
warmth, breathability and protection for high 
intensity ski touring and mountaineering.

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-01746
Dusk/ 
Cosmos

ME-01847
Fern/Pine

ME-006951 

DURIAN HOODED  
MEN’S JACKET 

NEW

ME-006344 

DARK DAYS HOODED 
MEN’S JACKET

ME-01740
Anvil Grey Stripe/
Anvil Grey

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-01735
Medieval Blue 
Stripe/
Medieval Blue

• 330g and 340g Thermocore fleece with knitted faces and 
soft pile linings

• Grown-on hood

• Double layered fleece at elbow

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• Elastane bound cuffs and hem

An essential for the dark days of winter, this 
amazingly warm hoody is perfect for painfully early 
starts and elated, exhausted evenings. On long 
range trips in search of legendary Canadian ice 
or fresh French powder this is one layer that will 
always make the cut.

A deep pile fleece hoody for cosy warmth on 
active days out and lazy nights in.

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 610g / 1lb 5.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: Stripe: 340g / 10oz 
Heather: 330g / 9.7oz

Content: Stripe: 100% Polyester 
Heather: 100% Recycled Polyester
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ME-01717
Capsicum Red /
Majolica Blue

• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• bluesign® approved Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece 
[arms, shoulders and side panels]

• Active fit

• Flatlocked seams for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

• Elastane bound hem and double layer collar

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With its exceptional moisture transfer and high 
warmth-to-weight ratio Octayarn Warp-knit core 
makes the Switch a jacket you can leave on throughout 
the most strenuous stop/ start mountain days. Allied 
to proven Pontetorto® Tecnostretch fleece panels, the 
Switch Jacket is an essential piece for active layering.

A hybrid insulated mid layer that is ideally 
suited to those needing to move fast over 
technical ground.

ME-01846
Lemon/
Acid

Sizes: 8-16
Weight: 250g / 8.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-006992 

SWITCH  
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue /
Majolica Blue

NEW

ME-01720
Majolica Blue/
Capsicum Red

• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• bluesign® approved Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 187 fleece 
[underarms, top of hood and side panels] 

• Active fit

• Flatlocked seams for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® centre front zip

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 2 Napoleon chest 
pockets

• Elastane bound hem and hood

• Packs into hand pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

With super fast drying high loft Octayarn Warp-knit 
insulation this is the perfect midlayer for moving fast 
in cold conditions. Zoned Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 
fleece ensures an athletic fit and even greater 
moisture transfer as well as adding stretch to the 
hood which works with or without a helmet.

A hybrid, highly breathable mid-layer for fast 
moving alpinists and ski-mountaineers.

Sizes: 8-16
Weight: 270g / 9.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

ME-01843
Acid/ 
Lemon

ME-006991 

SWITCH PRO HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos Blue

NEW

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-006995 

SWITCH  
WOMEN’S PANT 

• Lightweight 20D RS Nylon outer fabric is wind resistant, 
with mechanical stretch and FC free DWR

• Octayarn Warp-knit lining for exceptional insulation, 
breathability and comfort

• Active fit with gussetted crotch

• Low volume waistband with draw cord closure

• Fly zip

• 2 hand pockets

• Zipped thigh pocket

• Snow shedding hem lining

• Packs into pocket with twin karabiner carry loops

Essential for cold weather climbing and mountaineering, 
Switch Pants work perfectly under waterproof or soft 
shell trousers yet are sufficiently wind resistant to be 
worn alone for load carries lower on a mountain or long 
approaches. Fast drying and exceptionally breathable 
they’re equally suitable in Scotland or the Himalaya.

Fast drying, windproof and lightly insulated 
legwear for cold weather mountaineering.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Leg Length: Regular
Weight: 210g / 7.4oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main: 48g / 1.4oz  
Lining: 90g / 2.7oz  
Inserts: 187g / 5.5oz

Content:  100% Polyamide outer; 52% Recycled Polyester, 
48% Polyester lining 
Inserts: 92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

NEW
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ME-01692
Molten Red/

ME-01870
Topaz/
Medieval Blue

• Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 238 fleece for warmth and 
minimal bulk

• Polygiene anti-microbial technology; environmentally 
friendly and bluesign® approved odour control

• Women’s Active fit

• Grown-on hood

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• 2 hand warmer pockets

• Low bulk cuffs with integrated thumb loops

Providing impressive warmth for its minimal weight 
and bulk the Eclipse Hooded Women’s Jacket is an 
essential layer for everything from ski touring to 
valley walks. A stretchy grown on hood gives added 
versatility and thumb loops layer under gloves on 
freezing days.

A light and fast drying stretch fleece jacket 
that’s perfect for hiking and classic alpine 
ascents.

ME-01679
Majolica Blue/
Mykonos BlueCapsicum Red

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 370g / 13oz (approx.)

Fabric: 238g / 7.0oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-005761 

ECLIPSE HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

NEW COLOUR
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ME-01850
Stellar/
Majolica Blue

With performance stretch fleece fabric and a 
slimline Active fit the Lumiko is an ideal lightweight 
fleece layer for everything from climbing close to 
the road to big days in the Alps. A grown-on hood 
adds valuable extra warmth on belays and a zipped 
chest pocket keeps essentials secure.

A light and fast drying stretch fleece jacket 
for climbing, hiking and mountaineering.

ME-01818
Raisin/
Ombre Blue

ME-01853
Amethyst/
Medieval Blue

ME-01756
Rhubarb/
Capsicum Red

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 220g / 7.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Women’s Active fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• Grown-on hood

• YKK® centre front zip

• Zipped Napoleon pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs

ME-005368 

LUMIKO HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

NEW COLOUR

ME-01850
Stellar/
Majolica Blue

ME-01853
Amethyst/
Medieval Blue

WOMEN’S ZIP-T

ME-01756
Rhubarb/
Capsicum Red

ME-01818
Raisin/
Ombre

With performance stretch fleece fabric and a 
slimline Active fit the Lumiko is a perfect lightweight 
layer for fast moving climbing and mountaineering. 
Drying quickly after a lung burning approach it 
works equally well under a shell high on the route.

A close fitting and fast drying lightweight 
fleece layer for hiking and mountaineering.

Sizes: 8 - 20
Weight: 190g / 6.7oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Women’s Active fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• YKK® deep centre front zip for ventilation

• Zipped Napoleon pocket

• Elastane bound cuffs

ME-005369 

LUMIKO 

NEW COLOUR

ME-01688
Rhubarb

ME-01730
Raisin

ME-006704 

LUMIKO 
WOMEN’S HOODY

• Lumiko stretch fleece for warmth and comfort

• Women’s Active fit

• Coverstitched seams throughout for next-to-skin comfort

• Grown-on hood

• Double layer cuffs with thumb loops

• Double layer hem

With performance stretch fleece fabric and an 
Active Fit the Lumiko Hoody is an ideal choice for 
big rock climbing or trekking days. The stretchy 
hood easily pulls over a helmet at belays and keeps 
off wind and sun whilst hiking over glaciers or 
exposed ridge lines.

A light and fast drying fleece hoody for rock 
climbing and hiking.

Sizes: 8 - 16
:thgieW  220g / 7.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 162g / 4.8oz
Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-01852
Mandarin Red

NEW COLOUR
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Sizes: 8-16
Weight: 420g / 14.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 270g / 8.0oz
Content:  94% Recycled Polyester, 6% Elastane

ME-01717
Capsicum Red/ 
Majolica Blue

• 270g m-2 microgrid stretch fleece with hardface for 
warmth and wind resistance

• Active fit

• Over-locked and top-stitched construction throughout 
for next-to-skin comfort

• Elastane bound hood

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• Napoleon chest pocket with YKK® zip

• YKK® centre front zip

• Thumb loops

With a microgrid inner layer to wick moisture fast and 
a densely woven outer face for wind resistance the 
Durian is the ideal jacket for working hard in mixed 
conditions. Stretchy and unrestrictive it can be worn 
as an outer layer or under a shell in more severe 
weather.

A lightweight, hardfaced fleece that balances 
warmth, breathability and protection for high 
intensity ski touring and mountaineering.

ME-01845
Topaz/
Majolica Blue

ME-01853
Amethyst/
Medieval Blue

ME-01850
Stellar/
Majolica Blue

ME-006929 

DURIAN HOODED  
WOMEN’S JACKET 

NEW

ME-006923 

HIGHPILE HOODED  
WOMEN’S JACKET

• 250g m-2 high loft fleece fabric for exceptional warmth

• Overlays of EXOLITE 125 stretch double weave Soft Shell 
fabric with FC free DWR

• Alpine fit

• Elastane bound hood

• Over-locked and top-stitched construction throughout 
for next-to-skin comfort

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• Elastane bound cuffs and hem

With exceptionally warm 250g high loft fleece 
fabric and Exolite soft shell overlays the Highpile 
Hooded Jacket is the ideal mid-layer for cold and 
challenging mountain conditions. A grown-on hood 
adds extra protection on wind blasted plateaus.

A warm, high loft hooded fleece for winter 
mountains and everyday  layering.

Sizes: 8-16
Weight: 420g / 14.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: Main 250g / 8.8oz Inserts: 125g / 4.4oz
Content:  Main 100% Recycled Polyseter
 Overlays 87% Polyamide 13 Elastane

NEW

ME-01850
Stellar/
Majolica Blue

ME-01853
Amethyst/
Medieval Blue

ME-01752
Tibetan Red/
Capsicum Red

ME-006347 

DARK DAYS HOODED 
WOMEN’S JACKET

ME-01731
Raisin Stripe/
Raisin

ME-01680
Mykonos Blue/
Majolica Blue

ME-01729
Capsicum Red 
Stripe/
Capsicum Red

• 330g and 340g Thermocore fleece with knitted faces and 
soft pile linings

• Grown-on hood

• Double layered fleece at elbow

• 2 zipped hand warmer pockets

• YKK® moulded centre front zip

• Elastane bound cuffs

An essential for the dark days of winter, this 
amazingly warm hoody is perfect for painfully early 
starts and elated, exhausted evenings. On long 
range trips in search of legendary Canadian ice 
or fresh French powder this is one layer that will 
always make the cut.

A deep pile fleece hoody for cozy warmth on 
active days out and lazy nights in.

Sizes: 8 - 16
Weight: 530g / 1ld 2.7oz (approx.)

Fabric: Stripe: 340g / 10oz 
Heather: 330g / 9.7oz

Content: Stripe: 100% Polyester 
Heather: 100% Recycled Polyester
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• DRILITE® Loft 30D outer fabric; totally windproof and 
highly water resistant

• 100g (pair, size L) of Pure Down with a minimum content 
of 90/10 700 fill power

• Slip resistant and tough PU sole

• Foam sole unit with brushed tricot inner for warmth and 
comfort

• Rear webbing pull tab 

• Adjustable elastic drawcord closure

• Foam insert at heel for added comfort and support

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With generous down fill and a tough, slip resistant 
sole the Lightline Bootie is a base camp essential. A 
large rear tab ensures they’re easy to pull on as you 
leave the warmth of your sleeping bag and a foam 
sole insert and brushed inner lining provide comfort 
on remote moraines.

Super warm, down insulated boots for life in 
freezing base camps.

ME-01286
Cosmos

Sizes: S - XL
Weight: 370g / 13oz (approx.)

Fabric: 30D - 53g / 1.9oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer/inner, 

Down fill

ME-005842 

LIGHTLINE 
BOOTIE

• Helium™ 20D outer fabric is very light and packable

• 40g (pair, size L) of 100% recycled POLARLOFT® 
Featherless insulation by 3M®

• Slip resistant and tough PU sole

• Foam sole unit with brushed tricot inner for warmth and 
comfort

• Rear webbing pull tab

Combining POLARLOFT® Featherless synthetic 
insulation and a Helium™ 20D outer shell, Superflux 
Hut Slippers are warm, light and highly packable. 
With a tough, slip resistant sole and comfortable 
brushed lining they’re perfect for life in high 
mountain huts.

Warm and packable hut slippers with a 
tough, slip resistant sole.

ME-01286
Cosmos

ME-01808
Fern/Acid

ME-01886
Topaz/Cardinal

Sizes: XS - XL
Weight: 250g / 9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 20D - 34g / 1.2oz
Content:  100% Polyamide outer,  

100% Recycled Polyamide inner,  
100% Recycled Polyester fill

ME-005840 

SUPERFLUX 
HUT SLIPPER

NEW COLOUR
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ME-005658 

HYPER COULOIR 
GAUNTLET

• GORE-TEX insert is durably waterproof, windproof and 
highly breathable

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell outer

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin leather palm, back of hand, 
and palm overlay

• 2 layers of 100% recycled PrimaLoft® Gold [200g m-2 and 
100g m-2] insulation on back of hand

• Mountain fit with pre-curved and articulated fingers and 
thumb

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• Fibre pile lining throughout

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Removable wrist tethers

• Karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Developed to provide the warmth and durability 
required at altitude whilst maintaining the dexterity 
needed for technical use the Hyper Couloir Gauntlet 
is our warmest glove. A GORE-TEX insert and a 
goatskin leather palm combine with double layer 
PrimaLoft® Gold insulation over the back of the 
hand.

An exceptionally warm and waterproof 
gauntlet designed for expedition use and 
climbing in the coldest conditions.

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 290g / 10oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: Shell: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane 

Insert: ePTFE
 Palm: 100% Leather 

Lining: 100% Polyester
 Fill:  100% Recycled Polyester

ME-01054
Shadow Grey/
Black

• GORE-TEX insert is durably waterproof, windproof and 
highly breathable

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell outer

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin leather palm, back of hand, 
and palm overlay

• Climbing fit with pre-curved and articulated fingers and 
thumb

• Fibre pile lining on back of hand

• Micro fleece inner lining on palm

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Removable wrist tethers

• Karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

A waterproof GORE-TEX insert and Pittards® 
Armortan® Goatskin leather palm combine with 
our super dexterous Climbing fit to make these an 
exceptionally protective gauntlet for the biggest and 
hardest routes. Pre-curved and articulated fingers 
ensure secure handling of krabs and screws as well 
as a firm grip on tools.

Warm, waterproof and dexterous, these 
highly protective gauntlets are optimised for 
serious cold weather climbing.

ME-01054
Shadow Grey/
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 240g / 8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: Shell: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining 1: 100% Polyester

 Lining 2: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic 
Insert:  ePTFE membrane

ME-005656 

SUPER COULOIR 
GAUNTLET

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin leather palm and back of 
hand overlay

• Climbing fit with pre-curved and articulated fingers and 
thumb

• Fibre pile lining throughout

• Roll tip fingers for comfort and dexterity

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• Reversed suede nose wipe

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Removable wrist tethers

• Karabiner carry loops

With a stretch woven back and our Climbing fit the 
Randonee Gauntlet is a dexterous and protective 
glove. A full fibre pile lining dries fast to make this 
an ideal choice for multi-day routes. The Pittards® 
Armortan® Goatskin leather palm provides the 
durability required for long abseil descents.

A highly breathable and protective gauntlet 
for big alpine-style climbs.

ME-01708
Cosmos/ 
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 200g / 7.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: Shell: 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane,  

 PU membrane 
Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining: 100% Polyester

ME-005668 

RANDONEE 
GAUNTLET

NEW
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• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell outer

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin leather on highest wear 
palm area

• Pittards® Oiltac® leather palm insert for exceptional grip

• Climbing fit with pre-curved and articulated fingers and 
thumb

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• High loft fleece lining on back of hand for low profile 
warmth

• Microfleece lining on palm for maximum grip and 
dexterity

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Removable wrist tethers

• Karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

The Direkt Gauntlet uses a stretch woven Soft Shell 
back and two part leather palm for durability with 
exceptional grip. A high loft fleece lining on the back 
of the hand maximises warmth whilst a microfleece 
palm lining ensures the best possible grip on ice 
tools and critical protection.

A super precise Soft Shell climbing gauntlet 
for the hardest and most committing leads.

ME-01054
Shadow Grey/
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 150g / 5.3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: Shell: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining: 100% Polyester

ME-005048 

DIREKT 
GAUNTLET

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 130g / 4.6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 275g / 8oz
Content: Main: 91% Polyester, 9% Elastane
 Palm: 100% Leather
 Lining: 100% Polyester

• Pontetorto® Soft Shell fabric

• Pittards® Oiltac® leather palm offers exceptional grip 
when wet or dry.

• Tricot microfleece liner is wickable, quick to dry and warm

• Pre-curved fingers and thumb for dexterity

• Adjustable extended low profile cuff

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Windproof and highly water resistant Pontetorto® 
Soft Shell fabric is combined with the exceptional 
grip of a Pittards® Oiltac® leather palm. Sufficiently 
dexterous to easily operate climbing equipment, fit 
skins and other essential tasks they remain warm 
thanks to a micro-fleece lining.

A close fitting and dexterous Soft Shell glove 
for ice-climbing and alpinism.

ME-01161
Black/
Titanium

ME-000747 

SUPER ALPINE 
GLOVE

• 4-way stretch Polyamide fabric with laminated water 
resistant membrane

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin leather with digital surface 
on palm and with reinforced fingertips

• Climbing fit with pre-curved and articulated fingers and 
thumb

• Fibre pile lining on back of hand

• Micro fleece lining bonded to palm for dexterity

• Heat reflective internal scrim on back of hand for 
additional warmth and durability

• Darted fingers for comfort and precision

• Adjustable wrist closure

• Karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Developed in conjunction with our team of Alpine 
and winter climbers, this is a glove designed to 
provide maximum grip and dexterity. A Pittards® 
Armortan® Goatskin palm provides a sure grip 
on leashless tools and screws whilst a pile and 
microfleece lining and reflective internal scrim 
maximise insulation.

For the very hardest ice and mixed leads; 
a glove that perfectly balances dexterity, 
warmth and protection.

ME-01882
Cosmos/ 
Dark Navy

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 120g / 4.2oz (approx.)

Fabric: 240g / 7.1oz
Content: Shell: 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane,  

 PU membrane 
Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining: 100% Polyester

ME-005664 

HARD MIXED 
GLOVE

NEW COLOUR
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• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• Water resistant Goatskin leather palm and outer finger 
fourchettes

• Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Microfleece lining on palm

• Fibre pile lining on back of hand

• Reversed suede nose wipe

• Roll top fingers for comfort and durability

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Karabiner carry loops

• Removable wrist tethers

A versatile, warm and waterproof mountaineering 
glove that combines excellent protection and 
dexterity. Articulated fingers give a secure grip on 
an axe or ski pole whilst the goatskin leather palm 
ensures durability for more technical mountain use. 
A single handed drawcord closure easily seals out 
the elements.

The workhorse of our glove range 
providing superb all-round mountaineering 
performance.

ME-01773
Cosmos/
Tan

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 170g / 6oz (approx.)

Fabric: 320D - 195g / 5.8oz
Content: Shell: 100% Polyamide 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining 1: 100% Polyester 
Lining 2: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic 
Insert:  PU membrane

ME-006238 

GUIDE 
GLOVE

• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Nylon shell is durable and abrasion resistant

• Brushed tricot lining

POLARLOFT® insulation

• Suregrip palm improves grip on poles or ice axe

• Roll-tip fingers for added durability

• Single-handed drawcord closure

Mountain Gloves are essential equipment for 
walking and trekking in cold conditions. The 
POLARLOFT® insulation provides reliable warmth 
while the DRILITE® insert seals out the worst of the 
weather. Single-handed closure guarantees easy 
adjustment.

Waterproof, warm and durable, the 
Mountain Glove is superbly dependable and 
versatile.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 120g / 3.5oz (approx.)

Content: Shell: 100% Polyamide 
Palm: 100% PU  
Lining: 100% Polyester 
Insert:  PU membrane 
Fill:  100% Polyester

ME-004884 

MOUNTAIN 
GLOVE

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® soft shell fabric; completely 
windproof and highly water resistant

• Water resistant Goatskin leather palm

• Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Brushed tricot lining for comfort and warmth

• Darted fingers

• Adjustable wrist closure

The surgical precision of the G2 is welcome whether 
adjusting boot buckles or placing crucial climbing 
protection. The goatskin leather palm and soft 
shell outer combine durability, windproofness and 
comfort, while the tricot lining means they provide 
vital warmth.

A lightweight and supremely dextrous 
soft shell glove for ski-touring and 
mountaineering.

ME-01025
Black/
Shadow Grey

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 100g / 3.5oz (approx.)

Fabric: 290g / 8.6oz
Content: Main: 85% Polyamide, 15% Elastane, 

 ePTFE Membrane
 Palm: 100% Leather

ME-006402 

G2 ALPINE 
GLOVE
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• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• Water resistant Goatskin leather palm and outer finger 
fourchettes

• Women’s Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Microfleece lining on palm

• Fibre pile lining on back of hand

• Reversed suede nose wipe

• Roll top fingers for comfort and durability

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Karabiner carry loops

• Removable wrist tethers

A versatile, warm and waterproof mountaineering 
glove that combines excellent protection and 
dexterity. Articulated fingers give a secure grip on 
an axe or ski pole whilst the goatskin leather palm 
ensures durability for more technical mountain use. 
A single handed drawcord closure easily seals out 
the elements.

The workhorse of our glove range 
providing superb all-round mountaineering 
performance.

ME-01773
Cosmos/
Tan

Sizes: XS - L
Weight: 150g / 5.3oz (approx.)

Fabric: 320D - 195g / 5.8oz
Content: Shell: 100% Polyamide 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining 1: 100% Polyester 
Lining 2: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic 
Insert:  PU membrane

ME-006239 

GUIDE  
WOMEN’S GLOVE

Sizes: XS - L
Weight: 110g / 3.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 275g / 8oz
Content: Main: 91% Polyester, 9% Elastane
 Palm: 100% Leather
 Lining: 100% Polyester

• Pontetorto® Soft Shell fabric

• Pittards® Oiltac® leather palm offers exceptional grip 
when wet or dry.

• Tricot microfleece liner is wickable, quick to dry and warm

• Pre-curved fingers and thumb for dexterity

• Adjustable extended low profile cuff

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

Windproof and highly water resistant Pontetorto® 
Soft Shell fabric is combined with the exceptional 
grip of a Pittards® Oiltac® leather palm. Sufficiently 
dexterous to easily operate climbing equipment, fit 
skins and other essential tasks they remain warm 
thanks to a micro-fleece lining.

A close fitting and dexterous Soft Shell glove 
for ice-climbing and alpinism.

ME-01161
Black/
Titanium

ME-000748 

SUPER ALPINE 
WOMEN’S GLOVE

• POLARTEC® Power Stretch® Pro™ provides a close fit and 
fabulous warmth

• Touch Screen compatible index finger and thumb

• Extended double layered cuff

• Box finger construction for comfort and precise fit

Light, warm and fast drying these stretchy fleece 
gloves should always be in your pack. Providing 
a surprising amount of insulation for a thin 
glove they’ll be the first thing you reach for as 
the temperature starts to drop. A touch screen 
compatible index finger and thumb allow the use of 
a phone or GPS.

With touch-screen compatible finger and 
thumb, this soft and stretchy glove is a winter 
essential.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 60g / 2.1oz (approx.)

Fabric: 241g / 7.1oz
Content: 53% Polyester, 38% Nylon, 9% Elastane

ME-000925 

TOUCH SCREEN   
GLOVE
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• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• Women’s Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Nylon shell is durable and abrasion resistant

• Brushed tricot lining

• POLARLOFT® insulation

• Suregrip palm improves grip on poles or ice axe

• Roll-tip fingers for added durability

• Single-handed drawcord closure

Mountain Women’s Gloves are essential equipment 
for walking and trekking in cold conditions. The 
POLARLOFT® insulation provides reliable warmth 
while the DRILITE® insert seals out the worst of the 
weather. Single-handed closure guarantees easy 
adjustment.

Waterproof, warm and durable, the 
Mountain Women’s Glove is superbly 
dependable and versatile.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - L
Weight: 120g / 3.5oz (approx.)

Content: Shell: 100% Polyamide 
Palm: 100% PU  
Lining: 100% Polyester 
Insert:  PU membrane 
Fill:  100% Polyester

ME-005115 

MOUNTAIN 
WOMEN’S GLOVE

ME-006474 

G2 ALPINE 
WOMEN’S GLOVE

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® soft shell fabric; completely 
windproof and highly water resistant

• Water resistant Goatskin leather palm

• Women’s Mountain fit with pre-curved fingers and thumb

• Brushed tricot lining for comfort and warmth

• Darted fingers

• Adjustable wrist closure

The surgical precision of the G2 is welcome whether 
adjusting boot buckles or placing crucial climbing 
protection. The goatskin leather palm and soft 
shell outer combine durability, windproofness and 
comfort, while the tricot lining means they provide 
vital warmth.

A lightweight and supremely dextrous 
soft shell glove for ski-touring and 
mountaineering.

ME-01025
Black/
Shadow Grey

Sizes: XS to L
Weight: 80g / 2.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 290g / 8.6oz
Content: Main: 85% Polyamide, 15% Elastane, 

 ePTFE Membrane
Palm: 100% Leather

• POLARTEC® Power Stretch® Pro™ provides a close fit and 
fabulous warmth

• Touch Screen compatible index finger and thumb

• Extended double layered cuff

• Box finger construction for comfort and precise fit

Light, warm and fast drying these stretchy fleece 
gloves should always be in your pack. Providing 
a surprising amount of insulation for a thin 
glove they’ll be the first thing you reach for as 
the temperature starts to drop. A touch screen 
compatible index finger and thumb allow the use of 
a phone or GPS.

With touch-screen compatible finger and 
thumb, this soft and stretchy glove is a winter 
essential.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - L
Weight: 50g / 1.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 241g / 7.1oz
Content: 53% Polyester, 38% Nylon, 9% Elastane

ME-000926 

TOUCH SCREEN 
WOMEN’S GLOVE
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ME-006102 

CITADEL MITT 
W.L.D.
A 2-part synthetically insulated mitt system 
that provides a flexible solution for the most 
severe cold weather applications.

ME-01011
Shadow Grey

Inner Glove

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 40D shell is durably 
weather resistant

• 3 layers of 100% recycled PrimaLoft® Gold insulation in 
outer mitt [170g m-2 over back of hand]

• 100% recycled PrimaLoft® Gold Grip insulation in outer 
mitt [135g m-2 layer over palm] 

• Water resistant Goatskin extended palm overlay

• Modular Expedition fit with extended gauntlet cuff

• Removable inner mitt; DRILITE® Loft 20D and EXOLITE 
210 soft shell fabric with leather palm overlay, trigger 
finger and fibre pile lining

• Spindrift tabs can be closed to keep inner mitt dry

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Karabiner carry loops and removable wrist tethers

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With the best fabrics and synthetic fill available the 
Citadel Mitt WLD keeps working wet or dry and 
is essential to operating effectively in the coldest 
and most difficult conditions. A full leather palm 
provides durability and grip whilst the inner mitt 
uses a trigger finger design for increased dexterity 
and can be removed entirely for ease of drying.

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 310g/10.9oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 81g / 2.4oz 
Content: Outer Mitt 

Shell: 100% Polyamide, ePTFE membrane 
Inserts: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane 
Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining: 100% Polyamide 
Fill:  100% Recycled Polyester

 Inner Mitt 
Shell: 100% Polyamide, 92% Polyamide,  
 8% Elastane 
Lining: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic

ME-005675 

REDLINE 
MITT

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 40D shell is durably 
weather resistant

• 52g (pair, Size L) of Goose Down with a minimum content 
of 90/10 800 fill power

• 100% recycled bluesign® approved PrimaLoft® Gold 
insulation throughout [170g m-2] with double layer at 
the fingertips

• Pittards® Armortan® Goatskin palm

• Box Wall Construction and pre-curved mitt and thumb

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• Fibre pile lining throughout

• Spindrift tabs can be closed to keep inner mitt dry

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Karabiner carry loops and removable wrist tethers

The Redline Mitt has been extensively proven on 
the highest mountains and the most serious Polar 
expeditions. 800 fill power down is combined with 
PrimaLoft® insulation and our DRILITE® LOFT shell 
to offer exceptional warmth and protection. A pre-
curved mitt and thumb ensure a secure grip on an 
axe or poles.

Our warmest mitt suitable for expeditions 
above 7000m and to the coldest corners of 
the globe.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: S - XXL
Weight: 250g / 8.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 40D - 81g / 2.4oz
Content: Shell: 100% polyamide, ePTFE membrane 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic 
Fill: Down fill, 100% Recycled Polyester

NEW

• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell outer

• Water resistant Goatskin leather palm and back of hand 
overlay

• 2 layers of 100% recycled PrimaLoft® Gold [170g m-2] 
insulation on back of hand

• Mountain fit with pre-curved thumb

• Fibre pile inner lining on palm

• High loft fleece lining on back of hand

• Gauntlet design for added protection

• Single-handed drawcord closure

• Removable wrist tethers

• Karabiner carry loops

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin

With a fully waterproof DRILITE® insert, PrimaLoft® 
insulation, fibre pile lining and gauntlet cuff these 
one-piece mitts provide high levels of protection 
in difficult conditions. A Goatskin palm gives 
the durability and grip required for skiing and 
mountaineering in freezing environments.

A tough, waterproof and exceptionally warm 
mitt for mountaineering and skiing.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XXS - XXL
Weight: 250g / 8.8oz (approx.)

Fabric: 210g / 6.2oz
Content: Shell: 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane 

Palm: 100% Leather 
Lining 1: 100% Polyester

 Lining 2: 71% Polyester, 29% Acrylic 
Insert:  PU membrane 
Fill:  100% Recycled Polyester

ME-004325 

PINNACLE 
MITT
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• DRILITE® insert is waterproof and breathable

• Nylon shell is durable and abrasion resistant

• Brushed tricot lining

• POLARLOFT® insulation

• Suregrip palm improves grip on poles or ice axe

• Single-handed drawcord closure

Whether worn all day or kept as a backup pair, 
Mountain Mitts provide a waterproof and warm 
shelter from the worst of the weather. A Suregrip 
palm provides reassuring grip on trekking poles or 
an ice axe.

Waterproof, warm and lightweight, 
Mountain Mitts make a fantastic winter 
refuge.

ME-01004
Black

Sizes: XS - XXL
Weight: 120g / 3.5oz (approx.)

Content: Shell: 100% Polyamide 
Palm: 100% PU  
Lining: 100% Polyester 
Insert:  PU membrane 
Fill:  100% Polyester

ME-005119 

MOUNTAIN 
MITT
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27631 

FLASH 
BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

80g / 2.8oz
(approx.)

A warm beanie for those high friction days on 
the gritstone.

ME-01862 
Pine/Acid/ 
Fern

• 50% Wool/ 50% Acrylic

• Crochet knit

• 100% recycled Repreve® internal microfleece headband 
for additional warmth and comfort

ME-01301
Navy/Light Ocean/
Henna

ME-01551
Bracken/Cardinal/ 
Cosmos

ME-01698
Majolica Blue/ 
Mykonos Blue/Cosmos

ME-01549
Fir/Acid/
Shadow Grey

NEW COLOUR

ME-006353 

FLASH WOMEN’S 
BOBBLE BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

70g / 2.5oz
(approx.)

A warm beanie for those high friction days on 
the gritstone.

ME-01698
Majolica Blue/ 
Mykonos Blue/Cosmos

ME-01864
Jade/Lemon/ 
Deep Teal

• 50% Wool/ 50% Acrylic

• Crochet knit

• 100% recycled Repreve® polyester internal microfleece 
headband for additional warmth and comfort

ME-01765
Raisin/Rhubarb/
Pumpkin Spice

NEW COLOUR

ME-002751 

FLASH  
WOMEN’S BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

80g / 2.8oz
(approx.)

A warm beanie for those high friction days on 
the gritstone.

ME-01765
Raisin/Rhubarb/
Pumpkin Spice

ME-01699
Capsicum Red/
Pop Red/Rhubarb

ME-01864
Jade/Lemon/ 
Deep Teal

ME-01698
Majolica Blue/ 
Mykonos Blue/Cosmos

• 50% Wool/ 50% Acrylic

• Crochet knit

• 100% recycled Repreve® internal microfleece headband 
for additional warmth and comfort

NEW COLOUR

ME-006508 

DARK DAYS 
WOMEN’S BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

40g / 1.4oz
(approx.)

A super warm fleece beanie for freezing days.

ME-01775
Capsicum Red 
Stripe

ME-01730
Raisin

ME-01678
Mykonos Blue

• Thermocore fleece with knitted face and soft pile lining

• Internal microfleece headband for additional warmth and 
comfort

ME-006389 

DARK DAYS 
BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

50g / 1.8oz
(approx.)

A super warm fleece beanie for freezing days.

ME-01774
Medieval Blue 
Stripe

ME-01635
Majolica Blue

ME-01442
Pumpkin Spice
Stripe

• Thermocore fleece with knitted face and soft pile lining

• Internal microfleece headband for additional warmth and 
comfort

ME-000787 

PLAIN   
KNITTED BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

50g / 1.8oz
(approx.)

Warm and light knitted beanie.

ME-01025
Black/
Shadow Grey

ME-01856
Pine/
Sage

ME-01776
Red Ochre/
Red Rock

ME-01868
Dusk/
Bluefin

• 50% Wool / 50% Acrylic

  100% recycled Repreve® internal microfleece headband 
for additional warmth and comfort

NEW COLOUR
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ME-000771 

BRANDED 
KNITTED BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

50g / 1.8oz
(approx.)

Warm and light knitted beanie with 
Mountain Equipment branding. 

ME-01597
Medieval Blue/
Lapis Blue

ME-01856
Pine/
Sage

ME-01868
Dusk/
Bluefin

ME-01147
Raven/
Shadow Grey

• 50% Wool/ 50% Acrylic

NEW COLOUR

ME-000772 

BRANDED KNITTED 
WOMEN’S BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size 

Weight:

50g / 1.8oz
(approx.)

Warm and light knitted beanie with 
Mountain Equipment branding. 

ME-01814
Bluefin/
Dusk

ME-01354
Cosmos/
Welsh Slate

ME-01777
Rhubarb/
Red Rock

• 50% Wool / 50% Acrylic

NEW COLOUR

ME-002757 

ECLIPSE 
BEANIE

Sizes:

One Size

Weight:

25g / 0.9oz
(approx.)

A low profile, fast drying fleece beanie that 
fits perfectly under a helmet.

ME-01004
Black

ME-01560
Anvil Grey

• Pontertorto® Tecnopile 187 fleece for warmth and 
minimal bulk

Content: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane

ME-006465 

CITADEL HAT 
W.L.D.

Sizes:

S/M - L/XL
Weight:

80g / 2.8oz
(approx.)

An exceptionally warm and protective hat for 
serious cold weather use.

• GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER® 40D shell is durably 
weather resistant

• Taped seams

• Fibre pile lining

• Elasticated chin strap with press stud closure

• Short peak 

• Pile lined ear flaps

• Elasticated rear

ME-01004
Black

Functional, warm and highly wind resistant.

• POLARTEC® Power Stretch® Pro™

• Elastic, flatlocked seams

• Double thickness headband

Sizes:

One Size

Weight:

30g / 1oz
(approx.)

M004
Black

Content: 53% Polyester, 38% Nylon, 9% Elastane

27606 

POWERSTRETCH 
BEANIE

27526 

POWERSTRETCH 
BALACLAVA

Sizes:

S/M - L/XL

Weight:

70g / 2.4oz
(approx.)

M004
Black

Close fitting balaclava for sub-zero 
conditions.

• POLARTEC® Power Stretch® Pro™

• EXOLITE 210 ear guards

• Four panel ergonomic fit

• Flatlocked seams

Notes

DE version one size only

Content: Main: 53% Polyester, 38% Nylon, 9% Elastane 
Inserts: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
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ME-005124 

BRACES  
SINGLE BACK POINT

• EXOLITE 210 stretch double weave Soft Shell fabric 
cross patch

• 30mm elasticated webbing

• Retro-fit

• Low profile adjusters

• Y-back design

Suitable for: Lhotse Pant, Makalu Pant, Epic Pant, 
G2 Mountain Pant, Epic Women’s Pant,  
G2 Mountain Women’s Pant  

Fully adjustable Retro-fit braces.

Weight:  60g/ 2.1oz (approx.)

Content:  92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane

ME-005125 

BRACES  
CROSS OVER BACK 

• 30mm elasticated webbing

• Retro-fit

• Low profile adjusters

• X-back design

Suitable for: Kryos Pant

Fully adjustable Retro-fit braces.

Weight:  60g/ 2.1oz (approx.)

Content:  92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane
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Sizing

Men’s Clothing Size Chart
UK  XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

EU  44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

US  XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

Chest Inches 31-34 34-36 36-39 39-41 41-43 43-46 46-48 48-50
 CM 80-86 86-92 92-98 98-104 104-110 110-116 116-122 122-128

Waist Inches 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40
 CM 64-69 69-74 74-79 79-84 84-89 89-94 94-99 99-104

Inside Leg Available in 29in/73.5cm (short), 31in/79.5cm (regular) & 33in/84.5cm (long)

Women’s Clothing Size Chart
UK  8 10 12 14 16 18

EU  34-36 36-38 38-40 40-42 42-44 44-46

US  XS (4) S (6) M (8) L (10) XL (12) XXL (14)

Chest Inches 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-40 40-42 42-44
 CM 82-87 87-92 92-97 97-102 102-107 107-112

Waist Inches 25-27 27-29 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37
 CM 64-69 69-74 74-79 79-84 84-89 89-94

Hip Inches 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-43 43-45 45-47
 CM 88-93 93-98 98-103 103-108 108-113 113-118

Inside Leg Available in 29in/73.5cm (short), 31in/79.5cm (regular) & 33in/84.5cm (long)

Gloves  Size Chart
SIZE  XS S M L XL XXL

Men’s Inches 7-7.75 7.75-8.25 8.25-8.75 8.75-9.25 9.25-10 10-10.75
 CM 18-19.5 19.5-21 21-22 22-23.5 23.5-25.5 25.5-27

Women’s Inches 6-7.00 7-7.25 7.25-7.75 7.75-8 - -
 CM 16-17.5 17.5-18.5 18.5-19.5 19.5-20.5 - -



1

Makalu Men’sJacket1

Trango Men’s Jacket2

Lumiko Men’s Zip T3

Makalu Men’s Pant4

Austra Men’s Tight5

Guide Glove6

Saltoro Men’s Jacket1

Earthrise Hooded Pullover2

Switch Pro Hooded Jacket3

Saltoro Men’s Pant4

Eclipse Men’s Pant5

Randonee Gauntlet6

Tupilak Men’s Jacket1

Eclipse Hooded Zip T2

Particle Hooded Jacket3

Shelterstone Jacket4

Tupilak Pant5

Switch Men’s Pant6

Hard Mixed Glove7

2

4

5

6

7

Kinesis Men’s Jacket1

Switch Men’s Jacket2

G2 Mountain Men’s Pant3

G2 Alpine Glove4

Eclipse Men’s Pant5

3

4

*PR Style#

*PR Style#

*PR Style#

5

1

4

1

4
5

5

6
6

KIT 1
MEN’S KEY/PR LIST

KIT 2

KIT 3 KIT 4

3

1

2

2

3

2

3
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Kinesis Women’s Jacket1

Switch Pro Wmn’s Hooded Jacket2

Particle Women’s Jacket3

G2 Mountain Women’s Pant4

G2 Alpine Wmns Glove5

Makalu Women’s Jacket1

Trango Women’s Jacket2

Switch Women’s Jacket3

Makalu Women’s Pant4

Austra Women’s Tight5

Guide Glove6

Altai Parka1

Earthrise Women’s Hooded Pullover2

Durian Hooded Women’s Jacket3

Chamois Women’s Pant4

Flash Wmns Bobble Beanie5

Touch Screen Wmns Glove6

7

Tupilak Women’s Jacket

Shelterstone Wmns Jacket
Particle Hooded Wmns Jacket

Tupilak Wmns Pant

Eclipse Hooded Wmns Jacket
1

2

3

4

5

Switch Women’s Pant6

Hard Mixed Glove7

*PR Style#

*PR Style#

*PR Style#

*PR Style#

5

5

1

2

3

4

6

4

5

1

2

6

4

1

6

5

4

KIT 1
WOMEN’S KEY/PR LIST

KIT 2

KIT 3 KIT 4

1

2

3

3

2

3
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Sales Agents

Rockies & Southwest, California

Greg Boyd
Boyd and Company LLC

T. 1 (661) 440 4604 E. greg.boyd@oscnainc.com

Momentum Outdoors Sales LLC

Pacific Northwest

Rob Scott T. 1 (503) 819 1379 E. momentumoutdoor@gmail.com

Dedication Sports

Mid-Atlantic

Andy Correll T. 1 (607) 592 0670
Paul Wu T. 1 (781) 820 2517

E. andy.correll@gmail.com
E. paul.w.wu@gmail.com

Outdoor & Sports Company, Inc.

North American Office

Sales & Marketing Office
T. 1 (905) 940 9511
F. 1 (416) 352 0115  

E. sales@oscnainc.com

Dana Seaton
Perspective Outdoor

T. 1 (401) 573 5650
New England

E. dseaton@perspectiveoutdoor.com

We Support

Front Cover: 

Callum Johnson, 
Central Grooves, Stob Coire nan  
Lochan, Bidean nam Bian, Scotland
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Product Index

ME-006687 ......Aerotherm Men’s Jacket ....................................35
ME-006705 ......Aerotherm Women’s Jacket ..............................39
ME-005833 ......Alpamayo Women’s Jacket ...............................30
ME-005831 ......Altai Women’s Parka ...........................................25
ME-006529 ......Arrow Hooded Men’s Jacket ............................35
ME-006553 ......Arrow Hooded Women’s Jacket ......................39
ME-005089 ......Austra Men’s Tight ..............................................37
ME-005585 ......Austra Women’s Tight ........................................40

ME-007371 ......Baltoro Men’s Jacket ...........................................19
ME-007372 ......Baltoro Women’s Jacket  ...................................23
ME-005125 ......Braces cross over back .......................................80
ME-005124 ......Braces single back point ....................................80
ME-000771 ......Branded Knitted Beanie ....................................79
ME-000772 ......Branded Knitted Women’s Beanie ..................79

ME-000851 ......Chamois Women’s Pant .....................................40
ME-006465 ......Citadel Hat WLD .................................................76
ME-005685 ......Citadel Men’s Jacket ...........................................28
ME-006102 ......Citadel Mitt WLD ................................................76
ME-002705 ......Compressor 3/4 Pant ........................................29
ME-002706 ......Compressor Pant ...................................... 29 & 31

ME-006389 ......Dark Days Beanie ............................................... 78
ME-006508 ......Dark Days Beanie Women’s .............................78
ME-006344 ......Dark Days Hooded Men’s Jacket ....................62
ME-006347 ......Dark Days Women’s Hooded Jacket ..............67
ME-005048 ......Direkt Gauntlet ....................................................72
ME-006951 ......Durian Hooded Men’s Jacket ...........................62
ME-006929 ......Durian Hooded Women’s Fleece ....................67

ME-006399 ......Earthrise Hooded Men’s Jacket .......................20

ME-006866 ......Earthrise Hooded Men’s Pullover....................21
ME-006400 ......Earthrise Hooded Women’s Jacket .................24

ME-006978 ......Earthrise Hooded Women’s Pullover .............25
ME-006394 ......Earthrise Men’s Jacket ........................................20
ME-006395 ......Earthrise Women’s Jacket .................................24
ME-002757 ......Eclipse Beanie ......................................................79
ME-005722 ......Eclipse Hooded Men’s Jacket ...........................60
ME-005727 ......Eclipse Hooded Men’s Zip T .............................60
ME-005761 ......Eclipse Hooded Women’s Jacket .....................65
ME-005976 ......Eclipse Men’s Pant...............................................60
ME-006506 ......Epic Men’s Pant ....................................................35
ME-006507 ......Epic Women’s Pant .............................................39
ME-004833 ......Exo Men’s Jacket..................................................16

ME-006002 ......Firefox Men’s Jacket............................................46
ME-006003 ......Firefox Women’s Jacket .....................................51
ME-005832 ......Fitzroy Men’s Jacket ............................................28
27631 .................Flash Beanie ..........................................................78
ME-002751 ......Flash Women’s Beanie .......................................78
ME-006353 ......Flash Women’s Bobble Beanie.........................78

ME-006402 ......G2 Alpine Glove ...................................................72
ME-006474 ......G2 Alpine Women’s Glove ................................73
ME-001271 ......G2 Mountain Men’s Pant ..................................34
ME-001802 ......G2 Mountain Women’s Pant ............................38
ME-004397 ......Gasherbrum Men’s Jacket .................................18
ME-006238 ......Guide Glove ..........................................................73
ME-006239 ......Guide Women’s Glove ...................................... 74
ME-005664 ......Hard Mixed Glove .............................................. 72

ME-006923 ......Highpile Hooded Women’s Jacket ..................67
ME-005658 ......Hyper Couloir Gauntlet .....................................71

ME-000850 ......Ibex Mountain Men’s Pant ................................36
ME-005763 ......Ibex Pro Men’s Pant ............................................36

ME-001789 ......K7 Men’s Jacket ...................................................18
ME-001851 ......K7 Women’s Jacket .............................................22
ME-006538 ......Karakoram Mountain Men’s Pant ....................49
ME-004930 ......Kinesis Men’s Jacket ...........................................34
ME-004931 ......Kinesis Men’s Pant ..............................................34
ME-004980 ......Kinesis Women’s Jacket .....................................38
ME-004970 ......Kinesis Women’s Pant ........................................38
ME-004487 ......Kryos Men’s Jacket ..............................................16
ME-004874 ......Kryos Men’s Pant .................................................17
ME-005104 ......Kryos Women’s Jacket .......................................22

ME-005029 ......Lhotse Men’s Jacket ............................................44
ME-005030 ......Lhotse Men’s Pant ...............................................44
ME-005842 ......Lightline Bootie ....................................................70
ME-005682 ......Lightline Eco Men’s Jacket.................................20
ME-006483 ......Lightline Eco Women’s Jacket ..........................24
ME-006485 ......Lightline Eco Women’s Parka ...........................25
ME-005359 ......Lumiko Hooded Men’s Jacket...........................61
ME-006709 ......Lumiko Hooded Men’s Zip T .............................61
ME-005368 ......Lumiko Hooded Women’s Jacket ....................66
ME-005360 ......Lumiko Men’s Zip T .............................................61
ME-006704 ......Lumiko Women’s Hoody ...................................66
ME-005369 ......Lumiko Women’s Zip T .......................................66

ME-006911 ......Makalu Men’s Jacket ...........................................46
ME-007125 ......Makalu Men’s Pant ..............................................46
ME-006914 ......Makalu Women’s Jacket ....................................51
ME-007126 ......Makalu Women’s Pant .......................................51
ME-005035 ......Manaslu Women’s Jacket ..................................50

ME-004884 ......Mountain Glove ....................................................73
ME-005119 ......Mountain Mitt .......................................................78
ME-005115 ......Mountain Women’s Glove .................................75

ME-006713 ......Orbital Men’s Jacket............................................48
ME-005387 ......Orbital Men’s Pant...............................................48
ME-006716 ......Orbital Women’s Jacket .....................................54
ME-005385 ......Orbital Women’s Pant ........................................54

ME-006481 ......Particle Hooded Men’s Jacket ..........................29
ME-006482 ......Particle Hooded Women’s Jacket ....................30
ME-006334 ......Particle Women’s Jacket ....................................31
ME-004325 ......Pinnacle Mitt .........................................................76
ME-000787 ......Plain Knitted Beanie............................................78
27526 .................Powerstretch Balaclava ......................................79
27606 .................Powerstretch Beanie ..........................................79

ME-005668 ......Randonee Gauntlet .............................................71
ME-005675 ......Redline Mitt.......................................................... 76

ME-003864 ......Saltoro Men’s Jacket ...........................................47
ME-003882 ......Saltoro Men’s Pant ..............................................47
ME-003866 ......Saltoro Women’s Jacket .....................................52
ME-004462 ......Saltoro Women’s Pant ........................................52
ME-006280 ......Shelterstone Men’s Jacket .................................28
ME-006331 ......Shelterstone Women’s Jacket ..........................30
ME-002928 ......Squall Hooded Men’s Jacket .............................36
ME-006819 ......Squall Hooded Women’s Jacket ......................40
ME-000747 ......Super Alpine Glove..............................................72
ME-000748 ......Super Alpine Women’s glove ............................74
ME-005656 ......Super Couloir Gauntlet ......................................71
ME-005840 ......Superflux Hut Slipper .........................................70
ME-006775 ......Switch Men’s Jacket ............................................58
ME-006885 ......Switch Men’s Pant ...............................................59
ME-006979 ......Switch Men’s Vest ...............................................58
ME-006776 ......Switch Pro Hooded Men’s Jacket ....................58
ME-006991 ......Switch Pro Hooded Women’s Jacket ..............64
ME-006992 ......Switch Women’s Jacket......................................64
ME-006995 ......Switch Women’s Pant .........................................64

ME-000925 ......Touch Screen Glove ............................................74
ME-000926 ......Touch Screen Women’s Glove .........................75
ME-005733 ......Trango Men’s Jacket ............................................18
ME-005820 ......Trango Women’s Jacket .....................................22
ME-005016 ......Tupilak Men’s Jacket ...........................................45
ME-005018 ......Tupilak Men’s Pant...............................................45
ME-005043 ......Tupilak Women’s Jacket .....................................50
ME-005049 ......Tupilak Women’s Pant ........................................50

ME-004876 ......Xeros Men’s Jacket ..............................................16

ME-006655 ......Zeno FZ Men’s Pant ............................................49
ME-006657 ......Zeno FZ Women’s Pant .....................................55
ME-006630 ......Zeno Men’s Jacket ...............................................48
ME-006645 ......Zeno Women’s Jacket ........................................54



Outdoor & Sports Company Limited 
Redfern House, Dawson Street, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 1RD, England.   

T. +44 (0)161 366 5020   |   F. +44 (0)161 366 9732   
W.  mountain-equipment.co.uk

Outdoor & Sports Company Inc.
104 Crockford Blvd. Suite 216, Scarborough, Ontario, M1R 3C3.

T. +1 (905) 940 9511
E. sales@oscnainc.com  |   W.  mountain-equipment.com

OSC, Inc. is a solely owned subsidiary of Outdoor & Sports Company Holding, Limited, UK.
Mountain Equipment is a brand of OSC Limited.


